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The student volunteer movement has become an increasingly
important paft of college life in America. As student
volunteer programs have grown in niamber and expertise, they
have significantly increased .their impact on and,contributions
to the communities they serve. 4prdoverr this type of .student
involvement in social service programs has been.a.barbinger of
the changes now being effected in higher education.
. .

ACTION endorses'and supports the student volunteer movement and
offers this manual, one of a series dealing with various aspects
of student voluhteering, to help students initiate new programs,
and expand,andimproVe existing volunteer efforts.

Joseph H. Blatchford
Director
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1 attitudes:and aims
.

. . . .....
. . 0

.
The student volunteer movement developed in the 60's in respont se to

a growing concern,throughout the country for social pixiblerns. Since
190. th m vement has geoWn from a small group of 5.000.studentl to
aniestim ted 400.000 students working in over 2.000 programs in more
than 8 c, of the colleges in the country. Most projects are concernea
with resolving the Problems that plague society. In an Eastern city.
Studinits drive a van each morning to provide free meals for. school
children whoa are too hungry to learn. In a Southern ittwn, students
majoring in architecture and in engineering help local residents renovate
low-cost housing units. In the Midwest. a student,run storefront assists
Indians, and migrant workers with Social Security claims and. other
legal prolilems. On the West Coast. a medical van purchased and par-
tially:serviced by 'a student group addresses itself to the problem of.
presenting disease in an inher-city area. prom these-examples and statis.,

tics. it should be clear that students are ciceply involved in slial action.
Certainly their talent and enecgy can be a powerful and beneficial force

in society. . . .
. J.

.

This'Manual hasbeen produced in response to. the need of ktudents
who want to start a volunteer program. It isalsd.addreSsed to those who

r
have a program in operation now, but want to expand or improve it. The
purpose of the manual, is to share experience already gained, and to
provide new ideas.'

Attitudes
- 'Student volunteers have been providing social serViees, pr'imarily in

the areas of tutoring and recreation, forsmany years, but within the last
couple of decades a significant change has occurred in the 'concept of

0-voluntecring Alshange. it involves a complex interplay of
forces that defies neat historical analysis. Perhaps it may best be de-.

scribed as a general algareness that volunteering haS nothing to do'
with "charity.".Gone are the Thanksgiving and,Christmas baskets and

the condescending smile. The chande, in short, is a part of a slow and not
always successful move away from the attitude of paternalism.

This change began to evolve during the late 1950's and early 1960's.
Growing frustration with the failure of existing institutions to deal
adequately with social prgabldms motivated students to create and im-

.
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ple ment their own. projects instead of working exclusively through
thoseiof existing agencies. ,N ew projec-ts were developed within mental
hospitals. prisons, and reform schools. Massive tutoring projects some-
times. within tlie school system, sometimes outside it were developed
for inner-city children. Recreation projects were set up for communities,
usually idlow-income areas. Students were able tip provide the energy,
imagination, and personal attention that busy agency personnel often
could not. And for the most part/the students enjoyed their work. it
satisfied their desii.e to balance academic activity with practical ex-
perience in off-campus involvement.

All of these early projects were aimed antic general problem of social
environment, however, and not at the system which created it. .Few
questions were Asked that reflected any serious awareness of what' it
actually meant to participate as a volunteer in community .service
Projectswhat the social implications and responsibilities of that in-
volvement were.'The main concern of volunteer project was the volun-
teer himself, and students who continued to serve remained by and large
unaware of the really basic changes that were needed. They hoped that
their efforts would improve 'the living conditions of those who were
permanently fixed in their environment and would help others to escape
to a "better" life. They assumed that their, own life style would serve
as a model for those who did manage to escape. . . -

It was during the 1960 s that an awareness gradually evolved thi'bugh-
out the nation that people from poor communities must he involved in
the,decision-making processes that affect theirown lives. Community
leaders began to challenge the validity of programs that were conceiVed,
staffed, and dii.ected by outsiders. Thee need for community control was
expreseil clearly and loudly, and community action pr.ogams some ofy
them natihrial in scopebegan to appear in answer to this demand. In-.

evitably. student volunteers were affected by this change, and began to
-"er alize how painfully insensitive they had sometimes been. Despite their
best intentions, their projects had often been developed without involv-
ing anyone in the community without even knowing the people, 'their
problems, and their needs. Their prgjects, in short, were often a reflec-
tion of the old paternalistic attitude.

During the late 1960's, therefore, a ilktinction began to be articulated
by student voluntArs between projects that were restricted to social
se.rtice- and those that also concerned social change. Where past. Pro-
grams had focusedmainlk on alleviating social conditions, new ones
1.7-12;nr-to-iir-titrde-the-need-tv-...irtmge-the system that allowea-sde-li-e
ditions to exist. This is not to say that services were no fonge5 offer.
The needs dt People hurt by the system still had to be met; and besides,
service itself,can be a means of effecting change. Whatdiffered was that
services. began tiL be defined in the light of an ultimate goal of social
-!1..,7.itte. New itn4reative projects sprang upfree schools, free cliait)

!.re center; and crisis centers projects that challenged existing
---/institutions'by,acting as.alternatives to them. These projects were often.

'
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devised 'and controlled by 'the cdnumptity itself.,but students willinglx
swelled the .ranks of vplunteers needed to maintain them. Generally .

they viewed their roles as part of ti community .efftirt to change the'
syStem instead of patching it tip withlimiled social set ..ices.

.°: 6,

Alms
iv

As an outgrowth of _this new awareness of the need for social change.
scores of community projea's. With the help of students, arc nowin
operation. Many of theseprojects express theifegoalsexplicitly in terms
oT effecting change: many do not..But Inaitably,...vihere-Criange is in .

volved -7exPlicitly or only implicitlystrong barriers exist, and students
must be acutely aware of them and of the subtle fort& they sometimes
assume. To be a-positive &ce for positive change'7-td.help bPeak the
barriers student- voranteers must approach their tasks, with open'eyes

.and op& minds.
For one thing, ifstudent must study his own mot' s fOr torking in' a

community. SOme or thest will surely be perspnal and emotional. but-
.

his actions inevitably will have broad implications. Eyetrif la: has no
intention of becoming Lin "aetivist'''eand desires only to offer his time'
and 'energy to a cornmuhity-oriented program. he`catitt escape the
,implitations of what he does..EVery institution or organizatidn in sOcietyt./
fis involved in supporting or in altering th'e:statusquo.cand he must be
aware of which ones share his..own aims anthattitudes most fully. Het \... ,

must also have a clear understanding of what he hobos will be achieved '.

in the realm of social change. ' , 7 ,

Another problem a student mu 1 face is the reajization that whatever
his aims are for socialchange. the ,may not coincide `kith-IftosC of the '

community he is working with. In dog caseor even if hislain4 and
those of the ,community do coincide2he must be drepareil to accept

.

back seat role in helping to effect them. It is.vitally important that the
attitude orsocial paternaligm that v)as prevalentdueInghegOn is not

i transformed into a new attitude of political pate'rnalisin.
, An important step toward making the volunteers' work successful in
the end is tlheir own sdhsitfvity to the real needs of tieuimmunity They
work with. This involve, an awareness of the im licatiOns of their ac-
tirbris in that commt,,1:ty: it involves an. awarerre.,s of the ,direction in.

-tif-flinfffrdommanitY* is moving: it also involvAn a depth of human
understandinana empathy. No one can really teach a person how to be
a good,communq worker, any more than he/can teach a person how to
be a good human being. We all.learn by dperience, and our success or
failure depends largely on our a9ility to remain Open' and flexible.

The material that follows, then, is nortayrescriptixe teaching manual:
it is a ga.thering of ,ideas, facts. and suggestions. It is designed to en-
courage an.attitude of openness and flexibility in setting up projeCts and
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in responding to the en4ping experiences. Perhaps it will ease the shock
'of entry into community work' and speed the process of learning and
evolving. It is hortihat each student who confronts, this material AI

.derive from it a knowledge of the enormity of the task that awaits him
and an awareness of the need forestablishing high personal standard's for
success. It is also hoped tharthe rich emotional rewards that can come
from community work will not be buried in the morass of details.

4 V",
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2 what all about

What goes into a studeZunteerpeoject? Energy. Imagitation. A.
desire to improve the world. !lard work. All these, certainly, but much
More is required as well.

This chapter is designed to illustrate the basic ingredients of a volun-
teer project. Illustrate, not talk about. The rest of the manual talks about
volunteering. but the best wax to understand what its really about
next to doing itis to look at slime actual case histories.

The three case histories selected for this chapter illustrate different
kitliN of volunteering activities: inner-city tutoring, aid to migrant work-
ers. and "senior poiver." The first and last have an urban setting, the
other has a rural setting; but most of what occurs in the projects could
take place anywhere in the country. What's important is what the stu-
dents, in cooperation with the community, actually doand how they
go about doing it. -

Notice in each case study that tvVo sets of needs must be identified
before a project can be fully realized: those of the and those
of the students. Unless both sets of needs are recognized,,andtaken into
account, the project has little chance of success. As for identifying the
students' needs, that is usually a matter of examining your own con-
science a d drives. Identifying the, needs of the community is another.
mattdr. ny student who thinks he knows what those needs are and so
informs t le community deserves the cold reception he will undoubtedly
receive.

Once the needs of bdth groups are identified, the risoiirces of the com-
munitymunity as well as the University must be utilized. This process may
involve an interview with a community leader, af.general letter-to all
the faculty, joint meetings of students and commUnity- representatives,
or something as simple as a walk through town: But another element is
always required one that students' often fail to think about when they
start a projectand that is time. Notice in all three cases studies .that
monthS and even years pass in the process of building the project.

Once' a project is under way, other elements will'soon become neces-
sary. New volunteers will need to be recruited. This.can be done in a
variety of wakrobch asmord-of-mouth, letters to in-coming freshman,.
and notices read in class or at assemblies. The new volunteers must be
given some kind of orientation or training, a process that may-involve,
briefing sessions, grotTdiscussions with members of the community,
role-playing sessions, and apprentice sessions. Ways must b6..-found to

P
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provide volunteers with on the job superviion and back-up support;
ways Must also be found to evaluate both the performance of i .dividual
volunteers and the project as a whole. The problem of trap portation
may become critical with the addition of volunteers, and al ng with it,
the problem of insuring vehicles. The volunteers thernselves should
probably be insured against possible tort claims. And, of course.. the
inevitable problem of raising money to support the whole operation ...

But rather than extract aljthese "ingredients" and subject them 'to
critical analysis; let us ifinstrate them with real people operating in real
situations. Perhaps in this way; the human rewards of a project as well
as the problemswill becoMe apparent. The rest of the manual is re-
served for analysis.

The ElmiNood Court Educational Project

Elmwood Court is one of the city's several housing projects. It is
_bare and dirty. and the four-story buildings surround a courtyard of
cracked asphalt: broken glass. and deteriorating benches. The largest
lapartments have five robins, but .such quarters hOld families of eight or
ten people. The kids who live here well over 500 of themattend
overcrowded schools, shoot pool at the settlement houses, fill the reform
schools, and often graduate to the state prisons and mental hospitals.

Elmwood Court. is a mile from campus, and Larry C. observes it
regularly as he wal to and from Building #8, Apt. 14. Nine-year-old
Butchy lives the , and Larry has been tutoring him in math and reading
for well over a Year. These tutoring sessions are a very important part
of Butchy's life, not because he has..learned to read any better, but be-
cause Larry is his friend. Butchy is also an important person in Larry's
life. However, Larry has lately begun to feel the incongruity of con-
centrating all of his- energy on tutoring without confronting the more
serious problems ,of an inadequate school systemphysical deteriora-
tion of buildings, ovep-crOwding: lack of necessary funds, a generally
rigid and unimaginative teadifing staff, and lack of parental involvement
in decisions that coni:ern the school. Any patching up that Larry might
do'on Tuesday and.Thursday afternoons can be undone on Mondays,-7
Wednesdays. and Fridays. Somehow there must be a better way to help
Butchy and also the 5000 or so other kids in Elmwood Court whose
expectations for a future in our education-oriented society are being
shaped by their school experiences.

Theses are the frustrations that Larry tries to explain to Professor R.,
the faculty sponsor of the East Campus Tutoring Program (ECTP). This
is not the first time that tutors in the project have expressed this concern.
And it is not that Professor R. is insensitive to thedilemma, NeVerthe-
le'Ss, he does not believe that the answer lies within ECTP. As he has
pointed out before, it is important tb keep in mind that tutoring is a
service that the Elmwood Court residents have indicated they want from



students. Considering the long history of ECTP in that community and
the existing network of relationships that have been carefully developed
around the program, Professor R. thinks that it would be unwise to shift
the program's focus. Furthermore, tutoring is an excellent initial experi-
ence for studentsinterested in becoming involved in volunteer activities.
It exposes them to the realities of poverty, and at the same time itis not`
a role that makes excess demands on them in terms of skills, leadership,
time commitment, and past experience. Professor R. suggests that Larry
explore the possibilities of developing a new course of action that will
be an outgrowth of community interest and concern; in turn, Professor
R. will look into ways that the University might play a supportive role.

Larry continues to spend Tuesday and Thursday. afternoons tutoring
Butchy. But on Thursday evenings, he and several other tutors meet
informally with a small group of parents they know in the housing proj-
ect. These are people who are involved in the tutoring project and seem
interested in understanding the dynamics of the school system and in
the possibility of changing it. After. several weeks of discussion, Larry
decides to hOld 'an open community meetingboth to expand the core
groups and to benefit from the thinking of other community members.

The meeting is scheduled for 7:30 Tuesday evening in the projecni
Drop-In Center. Only three new people come. No only does Larry
fail to notice that his meeting conflicts with a Tena94 Council meeting,
.but he neglects to put the responsibility for organizing the meeting in the
hands of project residents.

Profiting from these mistakes, Larry encourages the parents of his
core group to help him organize another meeting. Through the use
of flyers and word-of-mouth advertising, the second general meeting has
a much larger turnout than is expected. The community is visibly con-
cerned: however, since many conflicting opinions are represented,
deciding on a common course of action is not easy. The most serious
reservations hinge on putting time and energy (as well is faith) into a
plan whose success may well depend on students. It is one thing for
students to conduct a tutoring program in the housing project; it is

another for them' to promote activities which might well have con-
sequences' that they, as outsiders, would not ha've to faceor even

'know how to face.
The meeting ends with a suggestion that whatever course of action

evolves, it should. be given a base of legitimacy by establishing formal
ticswith the University. The leaderghip that begins to coalesce around

the -schools issue" recommends that a meeting be scheduled between
members of. the LIniversity Administration having the authOrity to
commit the university's resources to a joiht University-community en-
deavor, and members of what is now known as Parents Concerned
About Education.

Knowing that the East Campus Tutoring Progr'am has the sanction of
the University, Larry and his fellow tutors decide to build on contacts
already established through that Program. Professor R. is willing to

zati
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help.and following his suggestion.' Larry and his friends begin to lay the
groundwork. Their immediate aim is to help the University to under-
stand and appreciate the concerns and the goals of the newly formed
coalition of parents. They talk with the Dean of Students. the Dean of
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the Assistant to the President for

Community Affairs, as well as interested faculty members and heads
of departments.. A joint meeting is eventually arranged for the purpose
of exploring ways that the University might support the community

.4 Y-

'droll S.-- -7

During this meeting. he residents of Elmwood Court tire eloquent
in expressing their concerns about the state of the public schools in their
area. University representatives, are not only impressed by this acute
analysis of the situatidn, but are also captured by the possibilities of the
role the University might play. in an attempt to bring about meaningful
change. As a result of the discussion, the University arranges for a
meeting the following week the .first of manythat also includes teach-
ers from the area's elementary and high schools.

In all, it takes months of planning to work out the details, and by the
end of the year, many problems are far from resolved. ,However, the
University does institute a weekly seminar on Changing Education in
tht; Citiesone that includes residents of Elmwood Court, receptive'
teachers from the public.schools of the district, and student participants
in the East Campus Tutoring. Project. The aim of the seminar: is to 6x-
Plore alternative creative-learning environmentswhat they imply and
how they might be achieved, On a more practival level, the seminar'
"prepareS the participants to work together in a classroom situation,
he student volunteers and the parents from Elmwood Court function-

/ing asaides to the classroom teachers.
Vidwed in relation to the-whole American School System, the seminar

is only a small beginning, but foNathe people involved, its implications
are profound. It represents a commitment on behalf of the University,
it provides the parents of Elmwood Coati with paraprofessional teach-
ing skills and'ilir opportunity to use them, and it gives the students an
opportunity to act as a catalyst in uniting the two groups. On Tuesdays
and Thursdays when Larry walks to Elmwood Court for his tutoring
sessions, he knows that Butch y and his friends have a better chance of a
decent future.

The "Map" Story

During the month of June, cars and trucks with license plates from
Texas, Florida, and. other Southern states begin to appear in. the small
Midwestern town Where Judy N. lives. For Judy,.the arrival of these
cars and trucks marks the-beginning of summer, for they are filled with
migrant workers who harvest tho cash'cropsof asparagus, strawberries,
cucumbers, tomatoes, arid,other table'vegatables grown in the area. The

10
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migrants remain until October when they mysteriously disappear for
the winter months.

As she is growing up. Judy takes the migrants for granted. They live
in a camping area outside of town, where Judy's mother forbids her ever
to go. Occasionally she sees one or two of them in town at a store, but
they look different. Some speak a forei in language, and some speak
English with an accent. , .

Once or twice during Judy's high school years, a social agency .di-
tributes literature and tries to recruit student volunteers to work with
small children at the migrants' camp. Judy contributes some of her
allowance, but is always too busy during the' summer to help personally.
It is not until her sophomore year in college that Judy takes a sociology
seminar called, "The Forgotten Poor" and awakens to the plight of the
migrant workers.

In.thc seminar, Judy learns that 80% of the migrant workers in the
area speak only Spanishor more accurately, a language of their own
made up of Spanish and broken English. Although nearly all are Arndt"-
'can citizens, they have Mexican or Puerto Rican backgrounds. They
move with the crops and are never in an area long enough to qualify
for welfare. or unemployment insurance, even though their annual in-
Come of. $1,800 to .2,000 would normally allow them to file a claim.
Besides, their. language barrier. makes it difficult for them. .to communi-
cate their needs to most "outsiders" not to mention a goiernMental
agency. With few exeeptions., the migrant families find thcmselvcs
lbeked intoa cycle of poverty and deprivation.

4s part of her course, Judy becomes involved in ,a research project
concerned with the educational opportunities open to the childrbn of
migrant workers. Because she has takell four years of Spanish, Judy is
invaluable on :field jrips to the migrants' camp. She learns that some of
the children have been enrolled in local schools, but that none of them
are ever able to stay in one area long enough to benefit from the experi-
ence. Besides, none of the schools along the migrant route provide
bilingual. instruction. The migs" as the migrant. children are called
by their English-speaking peers are isolated and generally ignored. As
one sympathetic teacher observed, not much can be done when you
have them only for a month or so and cannot even speak their language.

As a result of the seminar, Judy and a feW of her classmates decide
that something 'must be done to help the children of migrants break the

Ijcycle of poverty into which t ) y are born. The main problem, however,
is that the migrants are in th area of the College. for only a month to
five weeks each year after the beginning of the fall term. No tutoring
project could be of much use. Besides, only a few students other than

Judy speak enough Spanish to communicate with the children. Some
other resolution is clearly needed.

.
At the suggestion of.Judy's seminar instructor, a meeting is arranged,

between interested students and leaders of the migrant workers. The
oudents quickly learn from this experience that the primary rieeds of

6
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the migrants lie in. the areas of legal aid and medicine. Tutoring would be
helpful. perhaps, but the Workets have seen such projects start up and
fold too often to exhibit much interest in them.

As a result of this meeting and a few others both on campus and at the
migrant camp, Judy and her fellow students begin a program called MAP
(Migrant Action Program). Although the goal of starting a tutoring
project is not abandoned, the immediate aim of the group is to raise
money both for legal aid and research, and for medical services.

The fund-raising campaign begins modestly with a letter to all faculty
and administrative offices on campus. Some money trickles in, but more
important, a few letters include offers of help. Through the Student
Affairs Office, a room with desks and a telephone is turned over to MAP.
The Alumni Office offers its mailing list forim other fund-raising letter,
and Professor S. of the Government Department. suggests that he can
act as a liaison for law and medical students at the State University.
What begins as a simple fund - raising campaign turns into ivecruitment
campaign, and gradually the resources of Judy's College, the community,
and the State University are tapped for an all-out effort to aid the migrant
workers.

,

During her last two years at college, Judy sees MAP expand and de-
velop a number of far-reaching projects. Volunteers are recruited from
the College and local communities to run a summer day care center for
migrant children below the age of six. The volunteets are trained and
supervised by a professor in the Education DepartMent, and they use
bi-lingual learning materials donated by a PTA group:Through the use
of games and such special 'learning devices, they. encourage the c ildren
to develop a lefise of exploration and creativity. , ...f....

Law students from the State University open a bi-lingual legal assist-
ance center in the basement of a church. With the assistance of under-
graduate volunteers they launch .a campaign to convince the State
legislature to exp.and its wetfare program to include temporary resi-
dents, andduring the evening when workers are free, t 0 spend time . '
at the campsite explaining how the Social Security S stemtem works, and
how to keep records for income tax deductions. They also teach sem-
inars ih:i basic contract obligations, comparative st?opPing, and time-

-
paymen, ts purchasing.

A small group of medical students under the direction of a paid, public
health nurse operates a medical van that circulates from camp to camp.
The students provide basic health services innoculations, x-rays, and
first aid. They also provide information on subjects such as familY
plaiining, nutrition, and dental care.' The money to support this June:
to-October operation is raised largely by the undergraduate winter
fund-raising campaign. .

, ,

Other projects are also planned, such as a bi4lingual summer school
to help migrant teenagers and young adults earn a high school equiva-
lency degree,..and athletic and enrichment activities using the facilities
of the college:

12
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There are difficulties, however. Marty of the.Students do not remain
in the area during the summer months and therefore lack, any -real.

, knowledge of the migrant problems, or any real commitment to solving
them. This difficulty is compounded by a growing sense of eacial pride
among the Chicano migrants which tends to separate them from their
fellow white workers not to mention the college students.

There- is also the problem of sustaining any-attivities Over the winter
months from November to May. Volunteers tend to develop other
interests, and the personal ties that sustain any volunteer effort-are
inevitably severed when the crops are harvested And the migrants moile'
on. For thiS reason, the leaders of MAP discOVer that theyAiave-to
begin again from almost nothing every spring.

The MAP program continues, however, and begins to gather its ,

victories. &member of the State Legislattire develops an interest
pOight of the migrant workers and introduces legislation to improve thCir-
living.conditions and hourly wage. A group of migrant workers organizes
and forces a particularly largesemployer to improve his. housing
Individual migrant workers see the possibility of breaking their cycle .or
poverty and begin working towar&that-goal.

As for Judy, the experience of 'working with the migrants leads to
graduate work involving minority groupsand possibly a future career
in that field.

The Golden Years

For Bob, it is a ?natter of common sense. As a second semester sopho-
more at a small liberal arts college, be is eager to validate his reasons
for concentrating on welfartproblems. His choice gf concentration was
predicated on a basic concern for other people, but theormal academic
structure of required courses threatens to divorce him from the very
people he wants to serve. There are no field service opportunities avail-
able, because the option of concentrating in the area of welfare is rela-
tively new to the Sociology Department. Bob recognizes the possibility
of working with the 'existing student volunteer program, but its main
function is tutoring neighborhood children'. While such activities meet
the specific needs of one segment of the community, Bob feels restricted
already by a general emphasis on youth in America. Living on campus
with members of his own age group further, isolates Bob from the world
beyond the boundaries of the campus.

Bob's need to learn his vocation by living it does not vanish because
'he cannot participate for credit in the area of welfare. He ,comPlains to
Jim F., his instructor in Urban Education, about the protectiVe stance
the College aSsume in matters of social change. Jim suggests various
cpirnunity agencid.that serve an urban population, but Bob questions
the orofessional approach and their lack of flexibility in using student
volunt, . I!- points out that community agencies, because'of public
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. .
relations, must steer away from the political ramifications of the welfare
movement. To import a student he claims, would lead tqcin to
expect an explosion.

..-

Jim knows better, and suggests that Bob contact the Inner-City Center,
which sponsors a volunteer, prOgrani during the Summer month. The
program is designed to help .people w,ho arse generally powerless' by
themselves to form groups and work 'together toward common goals.
Ha ing served as an advisor to the program, Jim explains that theex-

ange of power from Have's ti,.) Hove-Noes is brought about by various
kinds of groups. The Inner-City program encourages a volunteer's
awareness .of a responsiVeness to the world in which he lives. What
particularly ekcitel, Bob about Jim's description is the cross-section of
volunteers that the program attracts from across the country.

For seven weeks between his sophomore and junior years: Bob works .
for the Inner-City Center helping to form neighborhood groups. As the
groups begin to function, B'ob recognizes that the most severely disen-
franchised members are the aged. Dispossessed by death or sometimes
by their own children, (aft alone in shifting neighborhoods, they be-
come victims of a covert policy of social Darwinism. Bob has read and
debated the causes of the Great Depression in America;'but he is under
the impression that it ended in the late 30's. He is now confronting its
lingering effects. What his texts fail to prOide is an adequate descrip-
tion of the psychological consequences of this economic disaster. The
aged members of Bob's recently enlarged world have physically sur-
vived a half century of pain, deprivation, and destruction. Brought up to
believe in the American Dream and its gold-paved streets, they exist
now i the nightmare of their "golden" years: In each neighborhood,
Bob in ets he victims of purse snatchers, low pension checks (or none
at a10,5ocial [in] Security payments, and inflation. ,

When the summer volunteer program ends, Bob returns home with
first-hand accounts of soup lines at St. Francis Chapel populated by
senior citizens; a man who purchases dog food because he cannot afford
hamburger; and early morning encounters with a bearded eighty-year-
old man who mumbles prayers as he rummages through half-filled cans
of garbage. HoW, Bob asks, can we abandon so many for so long?

When classes resume in September, Bob spends his afternoons at the
Inner-City Center working with senior citizen groups that evolved
during'the summer. He scoffs at the idea that he is involved with "geri-
atrics" a stereotyped term that conjura up images of half-filled bed
pans. The Seniors that Bob works with are active, energetic, and dedi-
cated to regaining the rights that once were theirs as citizens. Here
truly is Senior Power, and whatever pity Bob may once have brought to
the Center is effectively dispelled the day he forgets the name cm a
goldenager he had met during the slimmer. The man shakcs Bob's hand,
smiles, and remarks, "You know Bob, loss of memory, is one of the first
signs of senility."

4
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The Senior. Citizens Action Group is the most active one at the

Center. 'Its main goals are rate reductions roi: public utilities, and aril
increase in Social Security benefits. Bob learns that while poverty is
a daily companion of the aget), they are even .niore. threatened by a
loss of contact with other people. Thus. the telephone. is extremely.. . .

important as a means of recreation and protection. The senior citizens
in the Action Group spend ap average of 15% Of their monthly income
on the telephone. For them, it is not a utility: it isn necessity.

Throughout the, yerV. Bob works primarily in a supportive role. While
all decisions are Made by the Action Group. Bob's advice is readily.
sought because of his growing contact with all segments or the com-
munity. especially in academic and civic areas. Through his dedication
and his knowledge of senior citen "problems, Bob establishes a bond of
trust with the Action Group. and he is encouraged to recruit more col-
lege students into the movement.

To Bob this invitation is a necessary prerequisite to committing him-
self to a larger volunteer role. He has to hav credibility in the com-

1.;imunity before he can advertise his "work as a legitiMate volunteer
experience. With the invitatOn. Bob is .gur led to relate both to the
needs of the senior. :citizens and to the needs of socially vmscious
undergraduates. During the year, Bob serves both ac a liaison Letween
the campus and the Senior Cit&ns Action Group. and as a resource
person for all joint activities. Two of the activities are researching Social
Security legislation and circulating petitions to seduce the monthly
telephone rate for senior citizens.

As a result of Bob's efforts, the Sociology Department begins to con-
sider wayof granting academic credit for work in the community. Such
decisions evolve slowly, but for the students who spend time working
with "old peoplelkat the Inner-City Center, results are more immediate.
They are drawn ilito the community; derive a sense of its totality, and
grow angry when they .encounter the attitude that senior citizens are a
disposable segment of society. They also grosw angry when they see
what has happened to the myth of the American Dream, and they want
to work to make it more of a reality. For Bob e experience of working
at the Center is extra- cirricular, but, withti

S
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t, his concentration on

welfare problems would have been pure theory. ,
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3 putting it together

Communities have many deeds and students have many capabilitieS,
but in order to provide volunteer assistance that is relevant and meaning-
ful.. bbtii groims must give adequate time to prepare the foundation of
a social action project. A large number of variables i* involved in this
proceSs. but a few basic elements should be stressed. For the purpose
of Oirity, these will be categorized in the following pages,_but they
do not constitute a timetable of action. They are rather interrelated
processes that can be juxtaposed in your total planning effort.

Much of the initial preparation fop a project depends on how much
hits already been done in the area It depends on 'whether ybur basic
interest is the 'outgrowth of a general concern about existing social
problems and a desire to be: in some way a part of the solution; whether
it 1ti an extension involvement in social actions; or whether it
evolves from a.:clasS; project or a rap session with a group of friends.
Sometimes, a .prOjeCt gets started because a group of students finds a

"`:heed 'in the toifirniihity and then finds the resources on campus to help
out. At other-iimes students have aparticular service or skill to offer and
then find a community group that could use it. Whether the egg or the
chicken comes first hardly matters as long as the project gets started.

What follows-is an outline of the basic elements involved in the de-.
velopment. of a social action project. The outline should be useful at
any point in the development, and it should, assist you in visualizing at
once the three main areas of concern. These are:

Knowing the community in which you hope to work
KnoWing the range of resources available to you
Involving appropriate.people in all stages of the project.

Knowing the Community
Obviously, before you can hell, a community you haye to be familiar

with itwho lives there, what languages are spoken, what religious or
ethnic group predominates, what the living conditions and the com-
munity morale are like. In order to develop this sense of the commu-
nity's self-image and a feeling for the problems as the community itself
sees them, it would be helpful for you to construct a community profile.
This can be done by observing the needs of the community, its leader-
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ship., its social grouping, the community organizations that attempt to
meet its needs, and ,even the demography of the area. This knowledge .

will assist yott in determining what your contribution to the community
might'be and how it should evolve. ,.,

. .
- '

the Needs
As you acquire knowledges.iibout a community,, you should develop

a'sense of the heirarchy of needs as the community itself perieiies them
Deciding what constitutes a valid need is not easy hbwever. It is dan-
gerous to presuppose that a shared set di values and a common world
view exist between the students developing the/project and the I2sidents
of the community. In your opinion a tenants7' union or a workshop in
family planning is desperately needed, but unless the peoplethemelves
happen to agree, any attempt to move in these directions' will'probably
end up in failureand resentment. An exciting project with great poten-
tialorganizing 'rural poor in Kentuckyfailed recently because the
students had begun at a level beyond the readiness.of the community
to accept: In such an instance, it is wise to desist entirely, or be will-
ing to commit considerable time .developing a grassroots interestand
support. r 0 .

It may also be difficult to determine what services are actually wanted.
A community may not trust students sufficiently to be frank and open.
For that matter, certain individuals may even have trouble communicat-
ing their thoughts beyond kgeneral dissatisfaction with social conditions.
If this is the case, choosing the kind of project to, put together may ulti-
mately &spend upon an intuitive sense of what the community,wants and
will accept,

Community Leadership , Q- .

A crucial element to be considered in becoming acquainted with a
commury, is its leadership'. An obVious beginning is to find'out who
these raders are and how they obtained their ,legitimacy. You should
learn' whether they leadership is cohesive and united in its goals or
divided into factions. If you. find that factions exist, you must confront
the decision as t6 which group to, work for, and what problems this
choice could.conceivably cause. You. must also decide What changes
might affect' the relationship of these factions to one another, and
whether you will feel comfortable being an active part of the dynamics
that brings about these Changes. . .

A. well organized Community with its own leadership is likely to know
exaetly whal it wants from you, and this niaymean'a narrow, subordinate,' !.
role within the framework of the larger community effort. For example,
the residents of a'ertain inner-city community .in an tasiern, college-
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laden area have become particularly sensitive to their being used,,as
110 objects of research papers and as a learning experience f r students

interested iti ''social reform." Consequently, student.. wishing . to
participate in social action programs in that area must be careful to defer.

49 community leadership and to play a back-seat role in terms of visibility.
If the community in which you eke planning to work is poorly

organized, you may be forced initially to assume the leadership in the
planning and development of your prOject. If so, the project itself may
serve as a catalyst in developing leadership within the community, and
it Aay provide the impetus for greater participation on the part of all the
residents, In sucli.a case, you must also think carefully about Who will
ultimately control the project ana its. resources. No project that is run
entirely by students for a long time is going to be effective in bringing
about permanent change. If the project is not eventually controller by
the community, your efforts wirhave no lasting effect. A seemingly
successful Student-run recreation programconducte4,iu a poor section
of a MidWestern college town recently-folded after six years, of opera-
lion.. Since it had been-run competeiltly by the students, the residents. of
the areefeltno need to become involved in it. The program "gradtially
acquired the image of "babysitting* and when the students tried w
shift its focus and involve the communilyAliey Were met with resistance
'and even hostility.

CS.

V

Social Groupings

The number of social organizations in a community often indicates its
general vitality. People who participate in social activities have a
different set of priorities and different attitudes,abouttheir abilities to
effect change than those:who live in a communit hat is fragmented and
withdrawn. Social organizations might inel e teen clubs and drop-in
,eenters, senior citizen groups, church programs and church-related
organiiation's (Knights of Columbus, DeMolay, Rainbow Girls), civic
groups, business clUbs (Kiwanis,Rotary. Lions), and fraternal organiza-
tions (Elks. Odd- F,e11pwsand even local gangs). It is possible that one
or more of these groups will be engaged in a social service activity that
you maywish to assist.

Organizations and Programs Which Service
the Community's Needs

Ifyour university is located in an urban setting, community problems
are likely to be massive, and a variety of grdups may have been formed
already in an attempt to meet them. If your university is located in a
small town, fewer agencies may exist, but they probitbly could use
assistance. In rural areas, the response to social problem-6s often more
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direct 'a6d hUman than in urban arias; yet there may he a subtle, but
strong resistance to creating new ways of dealing with these problems.

Finding out what services, already operatein your area will prevent.:
duplication of effort and help you to understand what the range of
responses to community probleins has been. Builtiinto your survey of
existing service shouldbe 'a continuous evaluation of their,:success and,
their potential 'as measured against the needs they have been designed
to meet. Gathering this information may involve a trip to.the Town or
City Hall, as well as the Suident Activitids Office in the..Union. It is
possible that a directory of community'services is available from a local
group such as the United Fund Office; however.. a checklist is no
substitute' for'personal examination. A tutoring program, for example,
may turn out to, 6e an'attempt to deal with an entire educational-system,
or it may be an irregularly staffed. one4o-one.:activ.ity. it could be
structured or Unstructured, and it could have as its primary concern an
educational goal or the interpersonal relationships that evolve out of

'the tutoring probess. .

Other possible. sources of firsthand infOrmatioa about community
. activities are churches, hospitals and public health clinics, tenant

organiiations, settlement houses, civil rights organizations, the Model
Cities Offices, and the central office of ihe,local Community Actibn
Program (CAP). Talking .with people in such .organization"'s often un-
covers small. informal,projects involving only one or two persons 7-
projects that might easily expand hi focus and scope with the support
of student volunteers.

It cannot be stressed -,too often That -becoming,acquainted with
community'activities and, cOmmunity- leaders is' the key faCtor in making
your pioject a viable part of the community leis desighed to serve. Only
by building-upon this background of knowledge. will your project have
any chance of lastingreleyance.

The Demography
Not too much time should be spent searching obt this kind of informa-

tion, but often it can provi'de in-depth clues to the nature of a community
dues that might'otherwise be missed entirely. For example, you could
check to see how many policemen are assigned to the area at different

rhours, how often trash is collected. and how many firestations are
located nearby. Such details provide a clear indication' of how much
importance the various branches of the City Government place on' the
area. Similarly, a quick check to see how. many stores are Owned by
residents of the area will, give you an indication' of its all-important
economic base.
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Knowing the Range of Resources
Available to You

A successful volunteer project needs many resources to pr vide a
broad base of support. These may be found both on campu. and in
the community at large.

Campus Resources
CB

a
. campus resources generally provide the support fora project. To tap
these. resources, it may be helpful garfind an vocate" within the
University AdMinistration: the Dean of.1Students, the Assistant to the
President for Community Affairs, the Vice President of ihe University,

- or the Dean of Undergraduate Affairs, to name a few. Such an individual
can often provide ideas and open many doors that would otherwise be
closed to you.

Members of the faculty, staff, and 'administration may already be
involved in community action, and they may be willing to act as general,
consultants in the areas of their expertise, or as advisors to specific
projects. Some may be interested in participating on a continuing basis
as members of a steering committee. Many projects have been sustained
'within a university because an advisory committee was formed of
students and representatives of the community and University. Such a
committee not only provides useful advice and guidance to volunteers,
but its close involvement and support tends to strengthen a project in
both areas. Remember that-it is important to keep the University mem-
bers involved by seeking their advice, and by.including them in informal
rap sessions.

Students also represent a resource. Not only does a project depend on
their participation, but it will probably-be enriched by their previous
experience in social action activities. Their contribution or insight and
awareness from a peer perspective should enhance a project's, chance
for success. .

The facilities and program's of a university represent another possible
area of resource. Your gym, pool, and playing fields may be available
for generalcommunity use, or at least for individual students to use with
community children, as well a the Library, Student Union, classrooms,
and Computer Center: Acti; such as films, plays, athletic events,
and lectures may be another resource. Community children, accom-
panied by a volunteer leader, might be admitted free, or at least at a
reduced rate. Such activities dO not imply a general open-door policy for
a community, but they are a resource that volunteers should consider.

Community Resources

During your visits to various community groups to determine needs,.
you should try to locate resources to assist in the development of your
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project. Are the people you meet willing to come on cameos andalk
to groups of students about the community? Are they, willing to assist to
the designing of the project? Will they provide supervision and feedbatk?
What facilities are available a communitylibrary, health clinic, church,
or play ground?

Learning how to locate and procure the use of campus and Community
resources can be as crucial to the success or a project as learning to
know the community.

Involving. Appropriate People
in all Stages of the Project

Planning a project is a complex process, and it must be done carefully:
Being socially concerned, shaping an idea, knowirig a community, and
involving appropriate people are all part of the process. Whatever step
occurs first 'whether it is the development of a project plan, the
recognition of a social need, a survey of the community, the establish-
ment of Community ties, or the discovery of support within the University
Administrationdepends largely on` circumstances and timing.

Eventually; though, campus and community groups must joiii in the
planning process. If the community group has previously had a negative
experience withstudent volunteers, the first planning session can

. provide' an 'opportunity to woik out its concerns about student commit-
' ment ana responsibility. For theiCown part, students should understand

clearly what duties they will be responsible for, how much time will be
required.of them, and what precise goals are projected.

4)
It should,go witholit saying that if a community is not involved in the .

planning 'Writs. owh projects, the insensitivity of the student volunteers,
will be bitterly resented. Furtkermore, community presence in the
planning Itages of a project will give it the initial stability it needs.
Community groups.or agencies can also provide suggestions, guidance,
and training all of which arc necessary to develop and sustain a project.

Getting Started

Inevitably a certain amount of administrative work is necessary to get
a project off the ground. In the very beginning, this may involve a room
in a dorm, the Union Coffee Shop, and a loose leaf notebook with
plenty of paper and index tabs. As ideas evolve, they should be carefully
recorded, because they 'constitute an important part of yOur project
"log." At later stages of development, the information may be needed
to resolve a conflict or re-establish goals. /,

During the initial phase of a project, you may opeta ate successfully
out of the dormitory room and Coffee Shop, but eventually you will need
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some kind of official space within the University. A desk in the Chapel
or the Student Activities Office will do as a start any place where a .

phone can be installed and the looSeleaf noteboOk transferred into
permanent files. ,

A group of students in California develo a successful health careplIk)
project for migrant workers with only a few sters and the basement
of a church. Other students in Rhode Island used a local storefront to
establish a music workshop for children in an inner-city area. What is
important in both of these cases is that the fixed address provided a
degree of visibility and official sanction. This does not mean that a
project should become part of the "establishment,'; but an address does
help to establish credibility when you approach anyone for assistance
or advice. - .

A timetable or plan of action is also important. It is not easy with
just a few people to do all the work necessary to develop a successful
volunteer project. It takes time to locate resources' on campus. It takes
time to assess community needs and establish community relationships.
It takes even longer to arrange meetings with campus and community
groups and to put together a workable project. The past experience of
students who have initiated volunteer projects shows that at least four
to six weeks of pre-planning are required before one can be fully
in operation.

A' detailed plan might include some the following items:

I . A statement of goals.
Very useful when it comes to evaluating the success of a project
at the end of the year. Also useful for defining the roles of individ-
ual volunteers, and establishing credibility in the community.

2. An initial timetable.
How long it will take to recruit, train, and place volunteeis; how
long it will take to locate and secure needed facilities; when you
will hold orientation and training sessions for volunteers; how
long orientation and training will last; and how much time you
will need to raise funds.

3. A project timetable. , .

When the project will start; how often volunteers will be needed
(daily, weekly, or monthly); and what hours of the day or
evening volunteers will be needed.

4. A place to operate.
The most successful projects usually find some facility in the
community as well as on campus. In choosing your site in the
community, be sure that you do not encroach on the "territory"
of another volunteer project.

In working out such details and timetables, be careful not to 4ubstitute
planning for action. All too often groups fall into a malady called "groov-" "
ing on the process." ThiS ifivelVes being so stimulated by the dynamics
that occur during a planning session that, no energy is left over for
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actually carrying out the project.
Remember too, that in the very early stages of a project you should

make provijon for two vital ingredients: continuity and termination.
Any project worth starting is worth continuing until its objective,s are
met. If the process is to take a year or several years, you must lay the
groundwork for its continuity, particularly in the area of organization.
Ansi any project worth starting should also aim for the elimination of
the need that occasioned itand hence its own termination.
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4 keeping it together

Any volunteering effort can sustain itself for awhile on little more than
enthusiasm. but as the weeks and months pass, something more is
needed. Some volunteers begin to lose interest and fail.to show up for
their appointments. New volunteers must he found. As more is known
about the needs of the community and the needs of the volunteers.
themselves, more extensive training techniques and more sensitive
follow-up evakiations are required. Lack of adequate transportation
may prevent expansion. and always the .need for money gnaws at the

vital parts of the project.
These signs of stress mark the end of a project's period of adolescence

and its need for assuming the responsibilities of maturity. This does not
mean that initial enthusiasm has to be 'replaced with the dull routine of
an established operation. It does mean that various functions of:the
operation need to be analyzed separately and then altered and improved
according to the ultimate goals of the whole project. Only through
self-study and improvement can initial enthusias'm and .momentum
he sustained.

6

This chapter isolates the .usual functions of a volunteer effort, dis-
cusses the need for each, and suggests ways they may he implemented
or improved. The purpose of the discussion is not to emphasize any
particular function at the expense of any other; .a project's success
depends on the strength and assimilation of all its pans. A strong recruit-
ment campaign. for example, is worse than useless if it is not supported
by an equally strong training program. In. adapting this chapter to your
own needs, do not lose sight of the forest for the trees.

Recruitment...
Recruitment itself is'a rather mystical process. You have to explore

every possibility and provide continuous visibility for a project. Too
much publicity can be dangerous.' If yOu push too hard, people 'will
react negatively to the hard sell. The main objective is to develop an
accumulative effect. Some students will respond immediately. but others
may need to hear the message for a semester or more before taking
action. It is more important that students become involved only when
they are truly and fully motivated to do so. No one should be cajoled
into volunteering. For this reason, it is best just to keep the message
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alive and wait for people to come to you.
Word-of-mouth is generally the first technique used to recruit volun-

teers for a project. Sometimes it is the only one needed. It is often more
'effective than posters or radio spots because no one can commynicate
enthusiasm more than the volunteer himself in a one-to-one discussion.
But 'as a project expands, more volunteers with different skills and
backgrounds must be found. The word-of-mouth technique is directed
primarily at people the volunteers already know or meet in accustomed
places (the student union, dining halls, rap-sessions), and it often proves
inadequate when it comes to finding people with different backgrounds
and interests.

A fully developed recruitment program requires imagination, time,
and a diversity of skills. It also requires a conviction on the part of those
doing the work that their efforts are essential to the success of the
whole project, and that the project itself is very important. Without such.
conviction, an advertising campaign can sound as hollow as, an advertise-
ment for a laundry detergent.

Remember too, that any form of recruitment also advertises your
project. For this reason, every appeal should be-aimed not only at the
voluiteer, but also at the University and the community you serve. Any
recruitment campaign is an exercise in public relations.

Some of the more common techniques used in volunteer recruitment
are:

Posters

" Often printed at little or no cost,through a campus print-shop or art
. studio. Artists may donate their. talents An designing them. No

poster, however can be expected to last on a busy bulletin board.
Either it is torn doWn to make way for others, or it ends up as a
decoration in someone's room. Posters should be kept simple
design, picture, or phrase that will catch the eye, a brief description
of the project, and a telephone number or person to contact for
more information.

28

Newspapers

Free space is usually available at least in campus and underground
papers. A usually successful technique is to run your own "Help
Wanted" column fisting speciffc vacancies, or try a series of per-
sonals. For example: "Retarded Girl, aged 10, needs tutor-
companion. Contact (name of .your office)." Since most university
newspapers are busines operations and therefore cost conscious,
the amount of free space may be limited. If so, you can request a
news story on your project one'that could develop into a series of
articles as the project develops. It is always a good idea to recruit
journalism students to work as volunteers for your project. They
can write stories and news releases for you, and help'get them
published, especially if they also work for the campus paper.
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Radio

Free spots are often available on campus and local stations. In
taping the spots (usually one minute), be innovative. Try dramatic
scenes, street interviews, musicbut always use.tha same by-line
at the end, including your name and telephone number. More
coverage may be obtained by requesting an interview on a regular
talk-show (including local television).

Letters, Flyers, and Newsletters

Mailing lists of faculty. and students (including incoming freshmen)
are usually available in the form of pre-printed, gurnThed labels. A
printed announcement of your activities together with a request for
volunteers may thus be circulated to the entire University (free, by
campus mail). One large Eastern university recently sent such an
announcement to its 1,200 faculty members requesting that it be
read in their classes. As an afterthought, a plea for funds was in-
clud9d, and within two weeks, it budget for the entire year was met.

Flyers may be circulated in the-Union at lunchtimer dropped
by airplane at a football rally! NewSletters circulated to other
campus organizations and departments are another method of
maintaining constant visibility.

Agency Fairs

Community agencies are iyae)1 to set up booths manned by their
representatives who distrigute literature and' give first hand informa-
tion about volunteer jobs in the community. Such fairs are held on
campus usually on a weekend during the first few weeks of each
school year. The attractions.common to all fairs draw the crowds.
Proceeds can go to the campus volunteer program or.,to community
projects. A small university recently netted $2000 in an afternoon,
enough money to run all of its proje is for a year.

Volunteer Day

Community agencies and projects again come onto campds, but this
time the emphasis is on information sharing. Several rooms in the
Student Union are reserved for a day, or tables can be set up on the
lawn: Representatives from different agencies are available to dis-
cuss p ojects and disseminate information. Fans and slides are
ofte own.

Volunteer Night.

Instead of an all-day affair, arrange for an evening program in one
of the residence halls. Again, agency personnel attend and discuss
their programs. A large urban university volunteer program spon-
sored such a night its first month of operation and attracted 300
students. This recruitment technique proved' so successful it
scheduled a Volunteer Night in a different residence hall each



month for the rc.st of the year. Project coordinators and other
representatives from the Student Volunteer Office should also be
present at any of these on-campus recruitment programs. They can
introduce speakers, discuss the University's involvement with the
project, and (most important) pass around sign-up' sheets and
application forms.

Speakers, rap-sessions, and special techniques

Speakers at freshman orientation sessions or general campus rallys
can be effective if their message is kept short and crisp. A more
in-depth view of your project can be offered thrOugh rap-sessions.
This technique is especially effective during freshman orientation
week.

As for other special techniques of recruitment, the only limit is
your imagination. One group, for example, uses street theater pres-
entations; another attracts volunteers by using live models in the
showcase of the campus store to illustrate various service r.-ztivities.

There are problems involved in a recruitment campaign, however, and
they cannot be emphasized too strongly. A flashy technique of advertis-
in or a falsely glamorous view of your project may attract volunteers,
but these sudden converts may flee the moment they discover how.much
hard work is required. A hard-sell approach may also provide immediate
results, but students with the strongest commitment Ad lasting power
generally need time to develop their interest. A continuous but low-key
approach may best attract such students. And finally, a successful
recruitment campaign will be disasterous if the project itself is not fully
prepared to use the new volunteers effectively. Make certain that you
have actual assignments ready. There is nothing that will destroy your
credibility more than a recruitment program that attracts one hundred
volunteers for twenty-five available positions.

A most important element in preparing your recruitment campaign is
to write up short descriptions -Nhe jobs volunteers will actually

' perform. These job descriptions danshe helpful during recruiting when
students ask, "What will I be doing as a volunteer?" They may also
serve as something to refer to in the eventuality a volunteer finds himself
stuffing envelopes instead of canvassing the neighborhood in support of
a proposed rent control program as he had been promised.

Orientation ,

Most recruitment programs are in effect "mini-orientations." Infor-
mation disseminated via such programs gi.es enough data to arouse
the interest of students to learn more about a particular project. If re-
cruitment drives are for specific projects or even a single project, they
should be closely followed by a detailed orientation meeting. Schedule
a room at a convenient time and locationfor example, in the Student
Union or in a classroom after dinner. The meeting should be informally
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structured so that students can learn more about the project, meet other
interested students, talk with community representatives, ask questions,
and share concerns. Key people from the University and community
might be present to facilitate this exchange of information.

Such a meeting provides an ideal opportunity for you to share your
concerns with the new volunteers. You can tell them how the project
began, what steps were taken in its development, and what your ex-
pectations are for those who wish to become involved. This frank dis-
cussion helps to establish an atmosphere of trust which is essential to
any lasting positive commitment on the part of a volunteer to the project.

Initial orientations can be short. At the end of the meeting people can
sign up to work with the project, or better still, a second meeting can be
scheduled in the community to give people a first-hand view of where
they will be working. This second meeting gives students a chance to
think over what they have learned and to decide whether or not they are
really interested. Students willing to make a commitment to the project
show up at a second orientation meeting. Apart from their exposure to
the community, such a meeting provides students with a continued
discussion from the previous session and a chance to discuss questions
and concerns formulated between meetings. It also allows volunteers
to meet new people from the community. In some cases students may
decide they are not interested in the project after the second orientation.
They should be encouraged to drop out at this point rather than later
on after the community is counting on them.

All the questions raised during an orientation session are never fully
answered until the volunteer begins working-in the field, but the ex-
perience can at least help him to prepare his response. One inner-city
project on the West coast nearly floundered because its volunteers
started out with the glamorous notion of being community activists.
They assumed that all they had to do was "educate" the community,
and suddenly its. repressive economic structure would be reformed.
This naive and condescending attitude was met with open hostility,
and the project itself was saved only by the intervention of a community
leader who recognized the problem in time and "educated" the students.
A good orientation program could have eliminated this problem before
it.ever had the chance to appear.

From the preceding chapter we have seen that an idea for a project
grows out of an awareness and assessment of a perceived community
need. Your response to this need should be based not only on your
own training and experience, but also on your relationship with the
community in question. All of this is part of the history of the project
and shapes your commitment to it. Consequently, it should shape the
expectations of every.'student who volunteers to work with you. In
fairness to him, to the project, and to the community, you must be clear
about these expectations. He should actively support the ultimate goals
of the project and define the exact nature of his commitment in achiev-
ing them.

. ,
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In short, orientation is more than an introduction to a project. It is a
selection- processias well. For this reason, a climate of openness and
honesty' must he created at the very outset so that together you and, the
interested student Can.decidewhether or not he has the skills, sensitivity,
temperament, energy; and time to sustain a commitment. Lack of com-
mitment can cause a prbjeN to fail. This in turn can destroy the credibil-
ity of student volunteering in general and increase any feelings of distrust
that may already exist between the University and the community.

Whether you are recmiting students for a number of different jobs
with different agencies, for a number of specific projects. or for a single
project, it is imperative that all potential volunteers be involved in an
orientation program.

If your operation is serving in a placement capacity for local agencies,
the selection process isr.particularly important. Each prospective vol-
unteer should be allowed adequatg time for an interview. He should be
told about the various activities in which he might participate. He should
also be encouraged to discuss his thoughts about the extent of his in-
volvement, and he should be allowed to choose an area that wi!! match'
his interests and needs. Before making this choice, he may wish to talk'
with other volunteers. Whatever time this process takes will be well
spent if it helps to dispel any false notion that the student may have
about your project, and if it helps you to place him where his motivation,
is sufficiently high to assure a sustained involvement.

Once a decision is reached, however, the student should be in)olved
immediately either in a training session (if there is one) or in an actual
job. An appointment with a fellow volunteer or participating community
agency should be set up, and the telephone numbers of each party should
be exchanged. It is also wise for you to follow up by telephone during
the next day or two to make sure that no problems have come up to
jeopardize the arrangement. Do not allow administrative inefficiency
to destroy the enthusiasm of a volunteer.

Students with wide experience in volunteering usually make the best
interviewers, but be sure that each one understands the full breadth
of activities involved in volunteering. Care should also be taken to
achieve uniformity of content in the interview itself. Tfiis can be done
by holding an orientation/training session for the interviewers. Such
sessions should not only provide information on the project but some
discussion on interview techniques.

An orientation process, therefore, generally involves the following.
elements:

I. An initial orientation meeting to explain youi- project and meet
interested students.

2. A --setond.oiientation meeting (perhaps held in the community)
to provide an in-depth view of the project, to answer questions
that may have arisen since the first meeting, and to allow pro-
spective volunteers the opportunity of meeting people from the
community.
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3. A personal interview (preferably with an experienced volunteer)
to resolve any problems that might have arisen on the part of
the prospective volunteer, to make sure that he understands
exactly what is expected of him. and to place hir4tin a position
that suits his needs and those of the community.

4. A follow-up check to make sure that the new volunteer has
actually been placed in his'assigned job or in a training program.

Training

Every project benefits if volunteers are properly trained. Not only
r do they acquire necessary skills, but they learn more about the project

and their relationship to it. The content of training sessions will vary,
of course, from project to project, but,they all should aim at providing
the volunteer with the specifig skills necessary for his job, and with
whatever additional information is necessary for him to operate effec-
tively. A court volunteer, for example, should know exactly what he will
do on the job (how to help people fill out forms); he should also be told
about the court process as a whole (who does what, when, and how).

Although the content of the training sessions varies; -what should be
common to all of them is the inclusion of both the intangible and the
concrete aspects of involvement in social action. The intangibles include
those elementgthat affect d person's attitude about his role in the project
and his,relationship to people in the community. What is the volunteer's
motivation beyond just wanting to help others? What is his self-image
in relation to the project? What is his attitude toward the people.he will
be working with? Does he have a stereotyped image of "the poor"?
What will his level of frustration be when he seems to be meeting resist-
ance at every turn? What should it be? How does he confront social
and political realities? How should he respond to the authority that
community members give him?

The concrete aspects, of training should obviotrIly include the devel-
opment of whatever specific skills are needed to make the project a
success. A few less obvious areas of instruction might include com-
Munication Allis and listening skills. It is important to learn how to hear
what a person' is really saying 7to recognize, his unspoken needs and
hidden motives. Any project that involves meeting or talking with people
an inner-city tutoring project, a companionship project for the elderly,
a hotline for drugswould benefit-from such instruction. The material
could be presented at firkt. through lectures, discussions, and readings,
but eventually. it should include some practice sessions with simulated
games and role playing.

Student volunteer leaders, community people, and agency personnel
should be involved 41 these training programs, with the community
representatives and agency personnel acting either as participants or
preferably as co- trainers. They should also be involved in structuring
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the training sessions and in determining the kinds of skills they would
like to see develdped in the participating volunteers.

Students working on the same project or at the same agency should
have the opportunity of meeting together at least once every two weeks
to discuss their work, share, problems, and evaluate their successes
and failures. Resource people can be invited to act as group facilitators
at these meetings, and community or agency personnel can be invited
to provide specific information and share in the feedback process. Meet-
ings can be held on' campus or in the community. Most schools operating
such discussion groups have found that alternating locations is successful.

These regular meetias give students the opportunity to share ex-.
periencis with each otffand with community people; they also provide -

the opportunity to discuss areas of concern that if left unaddressed
might develop into unnecessary and unfounded ill feeling. AI one such
meeting recently a coed was about to announce her resignation when
another volunteer discussed a problem he was having with one of his
tutees. It was the same problem she was-having with her little sister.
The knowledge that she was not alone, that others were having similar
difficulties, gave the coed the courage she needed to stay with the project.
At another of these regular meetings, a group of volunw complained
that they were nqt receiving adequate support and supervision from the
agency they were working with. In the discussion, their supervisor
revealed his frustration in feeling that the volunteers did not want him
around all the time. Both parties were holding diametriCally opposed
views of the same situation. The problem was solved in a matter of
minutes after both groups had the opportunity to share their feelings:

Special attentin should be given to the training of student leaders.
More often than not projects are only as good as their leaders. It is
therefore very important to have a'-special program that not only trains
volunteer leaders but is constantly looking for prospective leaders.
When student coord)nators graduate, their projects: should be able to
continue to operate without them.

Seminars, lectures, and special labs -can be developed for such training
purposes. Project leaders and potentiarlimders should be invited.to
participate: Inteyested faculty members from the sociology, psychology,
or education departments can provide assistance in developing these
training sessions. Three main concepts -sli-Ocild prevail, therefore, when
you start thinking about training. They are: the base of training opera-t
tions; the content of training sessions; and-the time when training ses-
sions are ,most important.

Community Based vs. University Based Training. The central ques-
tions here are who designs the training program; whO carries it out, and
who has the responsibility for it. Although some training programs are
designed totally on campus and some totallY:in the community, the most
effective programs are those where the design and-operation are a joint
venture between the university and community.

A pre-school tutoring project might inVOlve teaching skills that some-
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one from the School of Education would naturally provide (techniques
of transfering audio perception into the abstract concepts of !viers).
However, people from the community colild quickly identify words and
ideas that children from their particular cultural backgrounds would
have difficu recognizing. By understanding .this problem. volunteers
could adapt t eir teaching techniques to fitthe background of their pupils.

.....) Formal vs. Informal Training. This depends largely on The material
o be presented and the format used. A formal training session would

have formalized objectives, a specific body of knowledge to impart and
a curriculum developed fOr its dissemination. An informal session would
not be stActured. and it would have.no specific information or knowl-
edge to impart. Rather. it would be an informal sharing of ideas and
experiences. . ..

If you are presenting technical maiterialsay, background information
in housing law) a formal curriculUm Alight need to be developed, com-
plete with lectures and reac)ing.assignments. Such a presentation would
hardly be. necessary to train volunteers.to coach.a big brother baseball
team. For the latter project, an informal rap session to determine the
Objectives of the project and who would do what to achieve them would
be quite sufficient. For most projects. however, a combination of formal
and informal sessions is often the best resolution. A training program
for volunteers in a remedial reading tutoring project, for example, would
require a few sessions of lectures And role-playing to develop the neces-
sary skills. This formal training could profitably be followed up with a
few informal sessions after the field work had begun to identify the kinds
of problems volunteers actually encountered, and to decide how they
might best be resolved...

Pre-service s. In-service Trsaining. Training sessions prior to actual
work deal with what a volunteer needs to know before embarking on a

-przYjec t . This includes the development of necessary skills 'as well as
the imparting of necessary information. In-service training helps refine
skills, impart new knowledge, and examine work to date.

A complicated skill may require a great deal of pre-service training
just to prepare the volunteer; it may also require elaborate techniques
of in-service training to keep the skills sharp ,and the knowledge up-to-
date. The pre-service skills can be imparted through a combination of
formal and informal means; the in-service training is usually offered
informally, either by on -the job instruction or by regular discussion
meetings for groups of volunteers involved in the same problems.

Supervision
Supervision 'is sometimes hard to distinguish from in-service training.

Indeed, the two might well be joined through an apprenticeship program
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in which the newly trained volunteer practices his skills under the per-
sonal, direction of a professional staff member or an experienced vol-
unteer. Such a program would allow the volunteer to gain confidence

4 on the job, and it would lessen the chance of his making
or

errors.
Should a volunteer happen to be wholly Incompetent, or unsuited for
a particular role, this fact cquld also be discovered before it did any
damage to the koject or the people he tried to serve.

Once a volunteer passes beyond his, apprenticeship, supervision may
become less necessary. Certainly'lt becomes more difficult to provide.
If the project is clo-sely associated with an agency or involves special
skills (in-school tutoring, hospital aid) the supervision may be conducted
by paid, agency persohnel (teachers, nurses). If it is part'of a university
course, especially if academic credit is involved, theit a professor will
obviously be concerned with supervision. Many projects involve stu-
dents working in groups, and in this case, supervision% may be a shared
responsibility, or it may be'delegated to one student in the group who
has the' most experience. It may'also be helpful to formalize any such
arrangement by requiring regular reports from the superVisors.

The most difficult area for supervision is also the most commonthat
is, the student working independently in the community. In this case,
supervision may involve another, volunteer or someone from a partici-
pating agency visiting the volunteer on the job. It may involve periodic
interviews with the volunteer, who will be asked to describe his activities.
and problems. It may involve periodic rap - sessions with other volunteers
doing the same kind of work. What is important in all of these techniques
is that the trained volunteer is given some kind of follow-up support.
A newsletter or refresher training session could aid this process .con-
siderably and keep the volunteer abreast of new ideas and developments.
Ideally, any kind of supervision is a shared responsibility involving
community people as well as those`trom the University. There should
always be at least one person in a community Whom volunteers can
turn to for help and advice. ..

It is very important to remember that volunteers operate most effec-
tively inItn unstructured-structured environment where the over-all
frame of reference is explained and outlined but where students have
the flexibility to be innovative. The object of supervision is not Ao re-
strain the volunteer, but to provide him with guidance, encouragement,
and support.

.

Evaluation

,There are two kinds of evaluation involved in any project: that of the
individual volunteer, and that of the project itself. The two cannot be
separated in the end, but for the purpose of devising techniques of
evaluatioh, they must be.. The performance of an individual volunteer.
while it affects the effectiveness of a project, should not determine
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whether the project as a whole is functioning properly and should
continue. .

Logically, the need for evaluation evolves only after a voluntiFer or a
project has been in operation for awhile: howiever, the time to devise
your evaluating procedure should be at the very beginning. It is neces-
sary to know before you start what goals you have, and how,and when
you expect to reach them. Without such information, you will .have
nothing against which' to measure the actual achieveinent of a volunteer
or project. It is therefore advisable during the planning stages of a proj-
ect to write down a specific description of (I) the goals of the project as
a whole, and (2) the individual vials and job requirements of each

volunteer/
Evaluations may be informal (ocdasional interview or review sessions),

or they may be quite elaborate.. Generally the more specific the goals
of a project, the more formal the evaluation should be. A tutoring proj-
ect, for example, should have reasonably specific goals and means of
evaluation. Reading tests (before and after) are an. obvious solution.
but other criteria should probably be used as well to measure the "extra-
curricular" achievements, of the children in such areas as personality,
nterest, and responsiveness. Here, too, professionally devised tests
can be used. What is important to decide in the planning stage i§ what
the criteria will be, how the evaluations will'be made, and who will make
them.

As in training and supervision, the community should be involved
al g with the University in devising the criteria for evaltiating a project.
So criteria that a person from the University might consider impor-
tant ould very easily be unimportantor even unwanted, by a person
wit a community background. Remember, the children being tutored
Ware not your own.

Evaluations are made to determine the effectiveness both of an indi-
vidual volunteer and of the project as a whole: they should therefore
lead to improvement. If a tutor is not helping a child 'to learn to read
better or develop positively as an individual, he should either be given
help or shifted to another position. As for the project evaluation, it
should provide the basis for deciding what to do in the future. If the
project is reaching its goals and the. need for it still exists, the positive
evaluation should provide the encouragement (and possibly additional
funds) to continue. If the 'evaluation is negative, it .should lead to a
serious reassessment and possible termination of the project. And re-
member, if a project successfully achieves its goals and in the process
eliminates tte need for it, do not be afraid to close up shop and move on
to some other area of volunteering.

,Record Keeping.

Although it may seem like unnecessary busy-work, records should be
kept on all aspects of a volunteer project. Copies orvoltinteer applick,
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tions. advertisements, reports on training sessions, supervision and
evaluation formsall such materials are inrfportant for the purposes of
continuity and improvement. Without such information, new students
cannot benefit from the accumulated experience of past volunteers.

Funding

One of the first.probldns in setting up a project is to establish the
amount of money needed for the .first year of operation. The amount
will vary greatly with the size and scope olthd project. (Some projects

nrequire no funds at all: others, such as a certain tutoring project in the
Northwest, can cost as much as $9.000 a year.) The two basic areas of
expense tire administration and general project operation. If transporta-
tion is involved, it may consume the main part of the general budget.
Then too. "there are expenses for the telephone, stationery, stamps, a
bulletin board, paper, and dozens of other unexpected items. In drawing.
up a budget, therefore. try to include all of these items (plus an amount'
for "miscellaneous "). A new prOect always costs more inthe beginning;
-expenses level off once it is in operation.

There are several ways of raising the necessary fun6. Pilot project
or seed money, or demonstration funds might be available from the Uni-
versity. or the community. If your project is of particular interest to an
academic department, talk to the Dean or Department Head. Check
with the 'Student Affairs Office, Student Activities Office, or even the
Office of the President. They often have funds available to provide

. seed money' for new projects-. It may also be possible to tap alurrini
funds by arranging to have yoUr project added to the list of organizations
for which donations may he specifically earmarked. Perhaps the Alumni
Office would allow. you. access to its mailing list for a speCial plea, if
trot to everyone, then at least to those who'do not contribute regularly
to the University itself.

There are many other sources of money on the campus. Most obvious
are the Student Government. fraternities, sororities. residence halls,
other kinds of clubs. workstudy programs, theStudent Activities Fund,
and even the .University's administration budget. Many of these have
funds already set aside for community service activities. If your project
cannot he fUnded in full from a single source, try several.You might
also consider one -shot fund-raising techniques such as raffles, art sales;
cake bakes and car washes.

Do not' he discouraged if you are turned down by the firfit.group you':
approach. The first dollar is always the hardest. But once initial support
is in. more will follow. Institution's, organizations and individuals are .

more likely to give if they know someone else has already made a corn-
mitment2 And do not aim for too large a.goal.at first. Only when your
project has been operating successfully for a few' months is it time to
consider the question of continued funding.
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As for approaching sources of money off campus, the University may
also tle helpful. Usually some office on campus is specifically concerned
with such .matters, and its director may be a mine of infOrmaktion. He
should know what organiiations in the community can be tapped and
how to do it. He should also have information on-foundations and other
sources of funding, and know what techniques are involved in writing
a successful proposal.- After. reading a copy of your project description
and talking with you, he can probably give You names of foundations and
agencies to approach, thereby eliniinating the shot-gun approach that
some students have .followed. Instead of writing letters to 200 founda-
tions and receiving two positive responses ultimately representing $750
(as was the actual case with a project at one large university), you
can focus your attention on a few of the more promising ones. The
director may also be able to tell you which foundations and agencies
prefer short information letters of request for funding, and which require
elaborate proposals. If your university does not have such an office on
campus, the Dean's Office, President's Office, or Public Relations Office
might be able to prov,ide the necessary technical assistance. -Individual
faculty members who have received grants might also be willing to share
information.

In searching for funds outside of the University, do not forget to
approach local businesses. This is an important source of revenue,
especially since the buf,jinesses are part of the community they are being
asked to support. One Midwestern university receives a major part of
its annual budget from one large (but local).manufacturer of business
equipment. Another university reports that 78 per cent Of its annual
budget- comes from four local businesses. ,And. a number of volunteer
programs report that local biAinesses donate' services (free automobile
maintenance, free time on an addressograph machine) in addition to
(or instead of) money. Local offices of national corporations, and local
foundations are also possible sources of funding.

If money has to be raised from private sources, certain students
shouldaSsUme specific responsibility for the drivs. For a student inter-
ested in business administration or public relations, the. direction and
supervision of a fund-raising program can be a fascinating (and possibly
a course-related) project. The techniques that can be used are lirhited
only by the imaginations of those involved. One group in New York
runs an annual marathon on a local radio station. It operates 24 hours
a day until. its goal is met, and it uses a variety of gimmicks such as
auction-by-air and match-a-grant 'games. Other groups Use skip-a-lunch
campaigns (proceeds donated to the project), theatre benefits, rock con-
certs and the like. The students who run the fund-raising campaign'
have an important task, not only because the money itself is necessary,
but also because their approach is a form of adv,ertising. the aims and

, accomplishments of the project. Serious thought should be given to the
implicit as well as explicit appeals they use.

Should a volunteer ;,roject solicit funds from the University? A steady
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source of income helps to assure the continuity-of a project from year
to year, espedially if its director or any member of the staff is salaried.
It also frees all volunteers to work in the held. Accepting University
funds. however, can raise the possibility of University control. If vol-.
unteers become too involved in social change, the good publicity and
public relations that the University seeks might be jeopardized. For
this reason, subtle or even overt pressure may be exerted to limit th'e'
scope of a project. jndeed; if volunteers become dependent on the Uni-
versity for funds, they may restrain themselves and thereby limit their
own freedom of 'action.

The resolution to this problem depends entirely on the nature of your
project and how sensitive to community needs your university's ad-
ministration is. A great many projects across the country are funded
entirely bythe University. and an atmosphere of mutual trust and free-
dom of action prevails. A few projects staunchly reftise the offer of any
university funds because-students fear eve9he possibility of becoming
"psychologic'ally" dependent.

Transportation

Unless the volunteer project is within walking distance of campus,
the need for transportation is obvious. A volunteer project is only as
successful as the volunteers in the field, and if they cannot get into the.
community, or if they have to spend more time traveling than volunteer-
ing, you may end up with no project at all. The only universities to
escape the headache are those located in areas where there is good
public transportation. If your'university does not have access to public
transportation and is not within walking distance of the community it
serves, the problem will probably be a continuous and perplexing one.
Its solution will depend on the resources you have available on campus
and the number of volunteers to be transported.

Public transportation should not be relied on too heavily until you
have checked it out thoroughly. See what areas are-serviced, how often
they are serviced, sand how much it costs. Volunteers may assume the ,

cost of fares themselves, but if many trips are involved, these expenses
will mount up. Travel costs .should be included in your budget, and if
you cannot reimburse the total cost assumed by the volunteers, an
equitable percentage tot' it should be offered.

Student owned cars are often available, and if they are offered without
charge, you are indeed fortunate. If many miles are involved,' however,
these expenses will accumulate very rapidly, and you run the risk of
undermining the owner's continued support. For this reason, it is often
advisable to subsidize privately owned,cars. You might even build in
an incentive by instituting a sliding scale of payment: for example,
5 cents per mile for the driver alone, 7 cents for a driver who delivers
another volunteer;and 10 cents for a full carload. If funds are not avail-
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able to reimburse the driver, it is common practice to have riders chip-in
for gas and tolls. For any student-owned car, always check the insurance
to make sure that all passengers are fully covered.

Leased cars are another' possibility, but rental agencies generally re-
quire a contract for a minimum of one year. This is not feasible where
projects opeiaie only during the academic year (nine months) or for
shorter periods of time. The cost of insurance is- usually included in the
leasing price, but do not forget t6 allow funds in your budget for gas, oil
and possibly maintenance.

Rented cars may be obtained for short periods of time (a day, a week).
Insurabce; maintenance, and often gas and oil are included in the rental
price, but the cost is generally prohibitive. This can be a viable arrange-
ment if no other resources are available, or if cars are needed for only
a short period of time.

Cabs can be hired, but even if they are filled to capacity they are
prohibitively expensive. Mqreover, many communities resent volunteers
arriving in this manner. It is reasoned that if the project has money to
spend on cabs every week, it certainly has abundant resources to con-
tribute to the more realistic needs of the community.

A' borrowed car can sometimes be acquired from a dealer or through
some private organization if you are willing to publicize the arrangement
with an appropriate sign on the car doors. Many volunteer projects ap-
proach local car dealers for such vehicles, hut to ease the strain on any
one dealer, it is advisable to approach a number of different ones. Try
also to avoid dealers that other projects make a habit of approaching.
Before you accept a car, make sure that you ktlow who is going to be
responsible for its maintenance and insurane you or the company.

A purchased car for the exclusive use of volunteers may be a solution
if you have the financial resources. Intleed,:the amount 'of money spent
on renting, leasing, or even hiring cabs might well pay for a new car in
one year. Once you purchase a car for the program, however, it is totally
your responsibility registration, insurance, gas, oil, maintenance.
Often the extra expenditure for leasing or, renting ,more than compen-
sates for the headaches of ownership.

University cars (if thErFare any) usually provide the most satisfactory
solution to the transportation problem; hoXever, some universities will
charge you to use their vehicles. Ttyse costs vary from place to place.
but on the average, they Pun about the same as for a leased car.

The driver of whatever car you use will usually be a volunteer. If
many volunteers and projects are involved, however, arranging for

. drivers becomes complicated. Few volunteers enjoy doing nothing but
transporting other volunteers from one place to another. To insure the
greatest flexibility in your programming, therefore, it may be advisable
to hire drivers. They may be

will
out of workstudy grants or grants *,

from project funds, and they will not object to picking up and dropping
off volunteers at a number of different projects.

Any project, even if it operates only one car, should have a trans-.
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portation coordinator who is responsible for: scheduling routes and
times, assigning passengers. and keeping records of the number of
volunteers transported along with the costs involved for gas, insurance
and maintenance. Indeed, if you are fortunate enough to have more
than one car 'or van at your disposal, a transportation coordinator is

:almost essential. The job is time consuming and often thankless, and
you would be well-advised to.hire a person for it. A graduate, workstudy
student in business administration or a similar field would be ideal.

In estimating transportation costs, be sure to remember such items
as registration, insurance and maintenance. Even with educational

' institution discounts (10 to 20 percent), basic car rental costs.often-ruti
as high as $250 a month. If gas and oil are not included, they will add
about $50 a month depending on the number of mites traveled. An addi-
tional $30 a month will he required to cover insurance and maintenance
costs if you are operating donated or loaned cars. The cost of operating
a rented vehicle for a year may run as much' as $4,000.

If you operate leased vehicles, the total monthly cost including gas,
oil, maintenance, insurance -and the leasing priceshould run between
$150 and $200 for a I2-seater van or nine-passenger station wagon.
Figured on an annual basis, the total cost of operating one such vehicle
will be approiiimately $2,400.

Money needed to operate a transportation system can come from a
variety of sources. In a few cases the University picks up the bill. In
some cases the University and volunteer project share the bill. In most
cakes, the project itself assumes the cost.

Funds may be solicited, especially for transportation, from any of the
.sources mentioned above, or a percentage of them may be specifically
donated by an agency or foundation. Organizations utilizing volunteers
may also be persuaded to assume a portion of the transportation bill.
They could be charged by the month, by the mile, or by the number of
working volunteers. Under no circumstances, however, should a group
be denied the services of volunteers because it cannot pay for its part
of the transportation costs. Considered on a sliding scale, the better
funded organizations can, in effect, subsidize those that cannot pay at all.

Liability

The question of liability is extremely complex, especially since laws
vary from state to state. Expert legal advice is therefore an absolute
necessity.

Such advice can sometimes be obtained from the,legal department at
a university. If not, the legal depattriient of a community organization
might be approached; or perhaps there is a legal aid service in the area
or some public-spirited lawyers who would provide assistance free or
at reduced rates. Be. prepared, however, to pay whatever is necessary.
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You need this information.
There are two main areas in whica Yoltniteer may be liable: contracts

and torts. The first of these could occur if a volunteer makes a contract
for goods and services wi3hout first determining whether your project
or an agency involved is prepared to pay for them. If no one agrees to
pay, the student himself may be charged with the sum. Clearly, the best
way to avoid such a situation is to designate one individual as beipg
solely responsible for contracts.

The area of tort action is far more complicated. A volunteer may be
held responsible, for example, if any child un er his supervision has
an accident. In such a case, liability is usually curred only if the volun-
teer is shown to have been grossly negligent, but the legalities involved
in his defense can prove costly.

It is also possible for a whole group of volunteers to be held liable for
the action of a single volunteer.. lf, for example, a child is injured in a
tag football game at a big brothers picnic, there is thejpssibility that
the entire group could be sued.

It should be clear from these two examples that a volunteer project
ought to be covered.: by the most comprehensive policy your lawyer
and an insurance agent can work out. It should include not only the
volunteer activities of the'project, but also transportation. Be sure that
you understand exactly what is, and what is not covered by your policy.
Also be sure that cach one of your volunteers is informed as well.

It may be that in working out this insurance coverage your lawyer
will recommend the use of certain procedures that are not strictly bind-
ing in a court of law: for example, permission slips signed by the parents
or guardians of children participating in a project; or waivers of liability
signed by all persons riding in any vehicle operated in behalf of the
projectincluding you, the Dean, or even the President of the Uni-
versity. In over thirty states such documents are not legally binding,
but the fact that you have them on file offers a certain psychological
deterrent to possible legal action

Do not forget to check the insurance coverage on all your vehicles
as well. If they are rented, leased, or borrowed from the University
motor pool, they will come with some kind of insuranceusually colli-
sion and liability. Check the policy carefully, however,. to see whether
additional coverage is needed. In the area of insurance, you cannot be
too careful.
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5 projects tb
programs

On some campuses, a single project may re resent the total effort
in volunteer action; on others, it may be one of many projects operating
independently of the rest.

If your project is the only one on campus, you might find that widening
its scope would make it more effective. It might even provide a base
upon which a centralized coordinating prOgram could develop. Such a
decision would depend_ on many factors, such as the size and location
of your campus, your short and long term" goals, and the relationShip
your project has with both the University and the community. The
Move would also require considerable discussion of how additional
activities would strengthen your current impact, and it would require
a good deal of energy, imagination, and commitment on the part of your
present project staff.

.

If you represent one of several campus volunteer projects, you have
the possibility of joining the others and thereby forming a coordinated
program. Such a move could lift much of the administrative burden from
the individual projects, prevent duplication of effort and piovide con-
tinuity of services. To allay any fears that may exist about relinquishing
the individual autonomy of each project, and to prevent feelings of
competitiveness, all project members should plan the move together.
Their meetings would quickly 'determine whether or not a common set
of goals and a spirit of mutual support could evolve. At one campus,
for example, these meetings took place during a weekend retreat..Two
committee members from each project attended and as they articulated
their goals and needs, a coordinated program to benefit everyone
emerged.

Advantages of a Centralized Program

If you are thinking of enlarging the scope of your project, or of joining
with others on camps, several advantages are worth considering.

An immediate b nefit that a volunteer project .can experience by
participating in a centralized program is an expansion and improvement
of its administrative and operating functions. This is not to say that the
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project gives up control of these functions.Obviously, a tutoring project
or a mental health project must dictate to the coordinating center its
Own special requirements in such areas as recruitment. training and
supervision. But since the coordinating center is more broadly based
than the project..-it can recruit from a larger pool of possible. volunteers.
It can also bring a fresh approach and a greater degree of expertise to
such areas as training and supervision: As for transportation, one car
(or group of cars) should.be able to serve all the projects..

Perhaps an even greater benefit of being part of a coordinated program .

is that the individual volunteers in each project have a greater opportu-
nity -of meeting and sharing experiences with people outside theV own
area of specialization. Through this exchange, new insights can be

gained and an .awarenew.of the interrelationship of volpnteer efforts
can develop. Thus a student who concludes froM his personal experience
that a teacher's aide project is of less value to volunteers and the com-
munity than a family planning project. might be confronted with the
testimony of another student whose 'experience leads to the opposite
conclusion. As student volunteers desetibe4the ways in which they
work, other volunteers discover new techniques' that they can use.,
This kind of shared analysis and the verbalization of individual concerns
does much to illuminate a participant's understilding of his role in,the
situation he faces. The result of such interaction between student and
student. and between project and project, should lead to a significant
improvement in the responsiveness. sensitivity and capability of the
entire volunteer effort..

There is also the advantage of being able to delegate to the staff of
the coordinating. center the responsibility for penetrating the.organiza-
tional mazes of the University to obtain. funds for such things as trans-
'portation....to arrange for'the use of special equipment.for a particular
tutoring .proect, or to understand._ the details of putting together an
academic credit program for volunteer work. In short, a coordinating
center can* enable..the individual student to concentrate most of his
energies on the role which he originally volunteeredto perform.

One more benefit of a coordinating center is the attainment of a sense
of continuity. Instead of depending on the return of an individual director
or agroup of forceful volunteers (who' have a way of transfering, grad-
Uating or dropping out), the members of a particular project can depend
on the presence and guidance of the director of the coordinating center.
If they are puzzled by a problem that arises, the files of the center may
provide a clue to its solution. This does not mean that the idenft of
the individual projects is diminished; it means that each projecj.gas a.
greater chance to develop to its full capability. 1

A final benefit of having a coordinating center is that the community
and University have one place to go for all volunteer activities. For the
community, this single address, is useful since many of its needs are
broader than the activities of a single project. For the University, a
single address means one place for anyone to go who wants to, volunteer.
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The Functions of a COordinatingCenter

A centralized volunteer program will contain many of the same .

functions as an individual projectrecruitment. orientation, training.
supervision, evaluation only on an expanded scale. However,, there
are several functions that are generally. the sole responsibility of.'uch
a program: project coordination, information gathering and dissemi it-
tion anti volunteer placemen't.

to

P roject CoOrdination..

Coordinating the activities of a number of projects is .quite different
.frorri coordinating the activities of a single. one. It requires a sensitivity
'to tho needs of all the participating projec, and aystem that promotes
the,Sharing of talent and knowledge. A well organized center provides
students with grit flexibility in planning: but it is prefhtred to cope with

..the inevitablelcriseethat seem to be inherent in volunteering. A haotic
office discourages..students from spending tigie there;and.it weakens

. 'their enthusiasm,:and commitment to individual projects. All pertinent
programinformation.;hould therefore be recorded; kept up to.dateand

,filed in a wayfthat Can, be easily understood by anydne who needs to
"4.use it. . sm.

It is equally important 114a:coordinating cerflerbe constantly aware
of the activities .and eVer,chariging ,needs of its .individyal projects.
Projects decide to consolidate !so that these needs can be met more
efficiently, and so that ideas and experiefICes can .be exchanged. A sys-
tem should he devised that facilitatcl,this process: weekly meetings of
project letiders,bi-mo.nthly Or Montt-J.1y 'Meetings Of all program partici-
pants, open house one or two days;a week in the office, ag well as oc-.
casional:parties and get-togethers."...

. . . s

Cv

Information*Gathering and Dissemination

A' coordinating program might also, support its projects by seeking.
out information that helps them remain relevant and viable. This infor-
mation might include:

A list of other projects and organizations, both on and off campus. that*
are related to social action. The list might include a summary of their goals
and activities and an appropriate person to contact.

A calendar of events to keep project members informed of interesting
and relevant activities.

.
A list of resource peoples, both on and off campus, who would be willing .

and able to lend their experience and.6xpertise to the program's activities.
Suggestions on how and where to look for funds.
Information about where to obtain free or low cost project materials .

(e.g., arts and crafts groups have been known to receive miscut paper freg
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of charge from book binding companies).
Books. _reading material, periodicals and 'research data that provide

volunteers with a range of perspectives beyond the particular experiences
of their own campus program.

jSuch information should be readily accessible to all prOect members.,
An up-to-date bulletiakboard, looseleaf notebooks, index 'Cards, maga-
zine racks,.and a well-organiZed filing system help the process. Informa-
tion of special interest to particular volunteers can be sent to them
through the mail or left in a message drop-off box in the office.

Most of this material should be useful to students who are interested
in becoming involved professiorraityin 'social action work, but who have
little or no related. experience. It can provide- information about the
range oralternatives open to them, and it can give theni a sense of how
individual project activities relate to large-scale social change. In some
instances, moreover; exposure to information about creative service
'Opportunities developing in such areas as.law, public and mental health,
and educatioiimay help students resolve their choice of a career.

4

Volunteer. Placement.

Since a coordinating program is the most likely source of information
for students interested in volunteering for social action activities, a_
significant amount of time should be spent on placement. Student con-
ducted interviews can provide recruits with information about volunteer
,opportunities that relate to their past experience and are congruent with
their own aims and goals. This kind of peer counseling has obvious
adCialitages to students attempting to think through.their own commit-..'
meift to social change.

in addition to placing students in programs that are under the umbrella
of the center, you may want to include off campus programs that need
volunteer assistance. This. expanded role would require a survey of the
volunteer needs in yOur vicinity. You would also have to maintain close
communication with individuals in each organization who are respon-
sible for volunteer supervision..

Since increasing numbe:itis'-uf students are interested in participating
during the summer -in work that is peitsonally meaningful and many
haVe the financial resources to volunteer their time you may eventually
.want to Include information about summer, opportunities throughout
the country. Youmay also include suggestions for those students who
cannot afford to volunteer their time entirely. Often lodal church groups
or business organizations offer partial support for social action activities.

The. Structure of a Coordinating Center

The most successful coordinating center is the one that evolves out
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of the'particular needs and characteristics of its own individual projects.
Consequently, no singlestructurril .model can be relevant to volunteer
programs in all of the 2,600 institutions of higher learning across the
nation. Some common patterns of experience Have emerge& however,
in the" establishment of currently existing centers, and an outline of
these' may alp you to develop one that serves your particular needs.

The most casual kind of structure is that of a loose federation where
members of different projects meet periodically to share experiences
and areas of concern. These meengs can provide positive reinforce- -
ment for project leaders when they discover that the seemingly insur-
mountable problems facing their own project are not unique.

Instead of a loose federation with occasional meetings, projeet lead-
ers sometimes form a coordinating committee, consisting of a chairman
and possibly vice- chairmen. Each member of the newly-formed com-
mittee may be responsible for eiploring,a particular pioblem or topic
area of interest to all projects. Such division of labor for the common
good is one of the first steps in the direction of an effective coordinating
effort. Responsibility may als'ci be delegated for the coordination of the
various functions of the projects, such as recruitment, training and trans -,
portation. A volunteer working with a specific tenants' rights project, .

for example, may find that he is more interested.in working on a general
recruitment program; or a person attempting to solve\ the problem of
transpoitinvOlunteers for a single project may be interested in design-
ing a transp.Ohation system for all projects.

To instftrthe continuity and stability of their volunteer effort, the
members of such a committee sometimes organize. themselves,more
formally and elect a president, vice-presideht, secretary, and treasurer.

,Sometimes the demands-of such offices require all the time a volunteer
can give. Though certain -aspects of a project's 'administration have
thils been centralized, each project still retains its clear identity and
individuality. .

One-approach to the coordination of volunteer projects that has been
demonstrated to work :successfully involves a partnership of the Uni-
ver-sity-and-stpdents7-For its part, the University sets up an office for
the volunteer program with a tull-time director who serves as a resource
person and coordinator. His role is to help but not to dominate student
projects. For their part, students continue to run the projectS and are
invited to make use of the centralized services that the office provides..
All that each project must be willing to do is coordinate its activities
with those of the other projects.

As full-time, year-round staff member of the University, the director
lends the volunteer effort a continuity and a stability that is reassuring,
especially to the community. He acts as a liaison with other University

. 'departments, and he prevents wasteful dirplication of effort that can
exist where projects operate independent of one another. The director
is also 'available to help.students think through and develop ideas into
a project, and to keep the whole, prom continually relevant and ie

.-.1 4, .
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sponsive to campus and community needs.
Along with, a director, many such coordinating programs retain a

board of directors composed of student volunteers. This board often

has the power of hiring the director; it also assists and advises him in
all of his coordinating activities. A number of programs also have a
hoard of advisors composed of University administrators., faculty,
graduate students. community residents, and specialists. Such a board
can contribute invaluable expertiseto a,program..

Not all coordinating programs are directed at projects. however.
There is one in an Eastern college that conscientiously avoids any close

involvement withprOjects and directs its full attention to the volunteers
themselves. It maintains large. up-to-date files of local volunteer projects
and organizations.both on and off campus; of opporiUnities nation-wide
for summer volunteering; and of career oppoftunitie:; in social action.
Studimts are invited to browse through the file.s. Occasionally it spon-
sors lectures and seminars designed to interest students in the concept
of volunteering, and its board of 'student advisers raises money to sup-
port volunteers who ate unable for financial reasoa to contribute as'
much time as they would like tip social action. The center thus places
volunteers in dozens iff,social action projects. but it performs none of
the other activities usually associated with a coordinating center, such
as training. supervising, transporting and cvalua(ing.

This coordinating center is unlike most "standaremodels by being
strictly Volunteer-oriented, as opposed to project - oriented; but it ad-
mirahly fits the needs. of the community in which it is located. It there-

'fore illustrates the general rule that the best structural model is the one
that most fully satisfies your own particular needs.
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6 pitfalls

Throughout the manual we have'diseussed various elements involved
in the operation of a student volunteer program. Suggestions were made
about what has and what has not worked in existing programs. In this
chapter we' will focus on some of the problems that can jeopardize an
entire operation. We will suggest ways to avoid or correct the problems,
and at the end of the chapter, we will include a checklist to help you test.,
your own program.

.Planning and Goals

Any volunteer action should he planned. In particular, assess your
goals and your resources. Take stock of the knowledge of faculty mem-
bers and graduate students in related fields, the geneild experience of
past and current projects; and the individual experiences of the volun-
teers, themselves. Also make sure you are informed of the community
needs and goals by incorporating community representatives into the'.
planning process. It is important to fit programs to people and not the:
other way around, and it is Often not easy to avoid fitting community
needs to the kinds of projects the students want. Community people
should he on all planning committees, .and meetings should he held in
the community itself for residents to attend. However, don't neglect
volunteers in the planninIg.process. Try having seminars once a semester
for them to develop and improve their own projects.

You should plan both immediate and long-range goals. In other words,
decide why you are having a volunteer projec(at all (the long run), and
then map out the immediate .stens needed to achieve it. For example, if
Your long-range goal is to improve elementary education in the commu-
nity, the first steps might he to set up tutorial and teachers' aide projects.
Ultimately you'mightwant to work for commtinity control of the school
or even a community-run free school as an alternative to the existing,
one. W'.hatene,,,r the goals, plaij them. The effectiveness of current and
future projects is bound to be reduced if .you lack an ovet:-all objective;11
set of criteria for evaluating otesent and future programs, and a mecha7.
nism for including community residents as well as a majority of the
volunteers in the goal-making process.

In planning, always underestimate your ability to deliver. If you over-
commit the program, the volunteers ..or yourself, you will seriously
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jeopardize future relations with both the community and the.University.
Realistically assay the time and talent required for a project, and corn-.
pare your conclusions with a conservative estimate of the resources
available and the commitment of the volunteers.

Organization and Responsibility

People involved in volunteer projects often strongly dislike anything
resembling bureaucracy. While it is true that students arc innovative and
capable of working on their own, central_ coordinatiOn is necessary
nonetheless to hold things together. Responsibility must be.delegated in
such areas as recruitment, orientation:. training, supervision, evaluation
and publicity with each person having a clear understanding of his

'position. Also, planning and structuring can only be accomplished if it
,includes the people who can speak for what is currently happening in
different phases of the program.

The areas of orientation, training, supervision and evaluation deserve
special attention. Together they provide the knecessary support to help
keep students interested, see the issues involvN, improve their perform-
ances,-and decide whether, in fact, anything worthwhile is being accom-
plished. Orientation should define the minimum commitment expected
of each volunteer in terms of time and responsibility. It should give each
per'son a clear idea of his job and thus improve the chances of its being
done. And it should introduce the volunteer to the community in which
he'will work, thereby lessening the chances of his unwittingly alienating
any of its members. Trainink should furnish the technical and operatihnal
knowledge necessary for the volunteer. It should also provide him with
more knowledge of the nature of the community as a whole and of the
agency or group of people he will be working with. Supervision should
he the clear responsibility of someone project leaders, appropriate
community people, or perhaps a joint committee made up of members of
each group. However, each volunteer should still have one person to
whom he is directly responsible, and one person in the community to
who he can turn for advice and help. Try to keep the supervision process
flexible enough to allow innovation on the part of the volunteer. Evalua-
tion should help keep projects directed toward fulfilling their goals: it
should also assess the work of 'each volunteer in light of those goals.
EaCh project. should have an individual who is in charge of collecting
the evaluative' information. -1=

.

Communication and Decision-Making

All volunteers should he involved in making the decisions that affect
them. Iii large programs. this MI be accomplished through a planning
committee staffed by representatives from each project. Ideological
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differences may arise among the members of this committee, bin if every
project is involved, then the areas of disagreement stand a reasonable
chance of being resolved. It jealousies and other tensions are produced.
in the planning committee, they can filter down to the volunteers and
undermine the impact and unity of the total prbgram. To avoid this
situation, all staff members must openly confront the issues involved in
any' conflict and continuously build a foundation of trust and respect.
While it may seem like a waste of time to make sure that everyone agrees
on a course of action, a unilateral decision by one or a few members will
only breed hostility and resentment.

The volunteers themselves should also be involved in the decision-
making.proeess, if not directly through group meetings, then indirectly,

'through personal contact .with their representatives. Their needs,
abilities and limitations must be respected. If decisions are made without
them, disgruntled volunteers will be lax in implementing the policies. Or
worse still, they may he called upon to do things beyond their ability.or
training.'What may appear to he a lack of individual responsibility may
in reality be a result of putting too much responsibility onto untrained

or those with limited time or energy.

Funding and Controls

The acceptancs of financial support from any source incurs some risk
of undue influence and control. To maintain the support of the Univer-
sity, for example, and to gain access to its 'physical resources, you may
have to spend considerable time keeping up .a cordial relationship with
certain administrative offices..A program administrator or concerned
faculty member can often be an effective go-between for negotiations.
I-le could operate as an arbiter or even an a?ologist for the program or
for particular volunteers.

There will always be minor conflicts between the University and any
ambitious volunteer project, but the atmosphere will be less threatening.
to all if a written contract is down up between the two sides. Your part
should include a description of your goals, but it should allow for flexibil-
ity in project modification. The University part should include any
specific commitments it is making and any obligations. you incur by
accepting its support. .

Volunteer programs develop best where students control their own
activities and make decisions. Motivation and commit nt are high arid_
there is freedom for creative innovation. But this freed m often leads to
confronting the University itself on activities (or lack of them) that
adversely afflict the campus or the non-academic community around it.
The threat that these ctsfro'ntations present shoUld be-ameliorated by a
faculty or program at ministrator and by a "contract" delineating Uni-
versity-program inter ction. Remember that an almosPhere of mutual
trust is much better han either an apologist or a contract; besides,
neither one is'stricily
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Store of information

As part of organizing a project. he sure.to have some in-depth infor-
mation or research on the community at large. While active involvement
in a community does provide some background knowledge,. a sound
over-all knowledge of the community and its general movement is needed
to relate program activities to the larger goals of social diange. You
Should know enough to avoid one mistake recently made by a volunteer
who was sent into a section orthe community to solicit support for a
school project. only to discover that the children were regularly bussed
to another school district.

Use of Volunteers

Students should be assigned on an individual basis according to their
abilities, time and personalities. They should also not be given too much
or- too little responsibility. If they assume too much responsibility for
the running of a community projeCt, or if they are too pushy about their
roles and responsibilities, they can even inadvertently reinforce a com-
mon community feeling that the residents are outsiders in a college
student volunteer effort. Furthermore, over - involvement of students can
stifle the confidence of residents, in their own ability to accomplish
change through their own group action, and it can retard the develop-
ment of other community-initiated programs dealing with other local
problems. Conversely, capable students shOuld Not be assigned periph-
eral and menial tasks such as typing, filing, and envelope-stuffing, par-
titularly if they are not made to feel these are integral parts of a larger
effort. Everyone_likes to believe that what he is doing is meaningful.

Don't lose sight of the fact that students do have a valuable contribu-
tion to make. They bring to a community resources that may not be
available otherwise. They often have a fresh 'outlook, high motivation,
intense concern, critical viewpoints, innovative ideas, flexible time
schedules, a desire to work for change, and enormous energy: These
qualities can be successfully utilized, but only as long as thCy are offered
in conjunction with what the community is already doing (or wants to
do), and in a spirit of providing assistance rather than answers.

Alienation of the Community

A student must realize at the outset of his volunteer action that some
people may not want ,his services. He has been brought up in one world,
and like it or not, he has acquired certain ideas and attitudes from it.
People who do not share his upbringing may not share his belief tbat they
need help. Even if he does not intend to make them over in his own
image, they may have reason to suspect that he will try.
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Sometimes the best way .to7serve is to stand and'wait. This may con-
nisi of being available to someone already working in the community. It
may involve doing menial ol routine jobs so that such persons can be
free to dg other things. It may even lead to the decision that working in a
certain .community is impossible at a certain time and that the only
alternative is to become committed to a project elsewhere. It may take
patience and a long period of time to establish the 'crucial element of
trust.

Credit for Volunteering
Credit can. provide an impetus for volunteers as long as it is handled

with care. On the one hand, it means you will have a supply of students
who will have time to volunteer because they are effectively carrying one
less course;11 also means you will have some measure of control .over
them because you contribute to the cour. - grade they receive for their
work. On the other hand, giving course credit to volunteers presents
some prdblems. Student who are directly responsible to a professor
may lose some measure of their freedom to be creative or to challenge
the means and goals of their work. They may also, even unwittingly,
shift the emphasis of their work from hdlping the project and the com-
munity to achieving for a gra e. They may also undermine the integrity
of the prdject and their relationship with tine community by appearing to
study thc'people they meet. :

Several things can be done to make credit for volunteering a workable
marirlower source. First, careful screening of volunteers can eliminate
those who are in it only for the credit. Second, the faculty should set up
volunteer action as an option 11.1r a course rather than a requirement.
This avoids making unwilling volunteers out of disinterested students.
Third, the administration of the project Should be Out of thebands of the
professor whose course provides the academic credit; this way, students
can feel free to criticize without having it reflected in their grades.
Finally, research projects should hol,...N transformed into volunteer
projects or presented under such a.guise. People are not dumb; in coni-
munities which have been analyzed, socialized, dissected and computer-
ized, individuals are Ilartkil,larly sensitive and resentful of further forms
of manipulation and exploitation, even if you feel it is for their own good.

Duplication of Effort

It is a waste of time, money and manpower to have two or more groups
on campus or in the community working unknown to each other on the
same project. Such duplication can be avoided by having a single coor-
dinating center for exchange of information and ideas. The coordinating
center should be widely known throughout the community as we.11 as the



campus, and it should serve as a clearinghouse for all requests for
student volunteers. A single clearinghouse could prevent such mix-ups
as producing four separate tutors in response to a request for one, or
assigning three big brothers to one little brother. A central clearinghouse
will also serve to reduce competition among agencies and community
groups for volunteers.

Sustaining the Effort
Eventually the novelty of any volunteer project is going to wear off.

There will be, periods of tensions, frustrations, setbacks and policy
differences. Exafninations, vacations and national events will intervene.
Student interests will change, and there will I'd a turnover in volunteers.
It is therefore'necessary that someone pay attention to the daily tasks
necessary to sustain any volunteering effort. Ideally you should have a
paid permanent director or coordinator instead of assuming the total
responsibility for the program yourself or laying it in the hands of your
planning committee. Such a person can provide the continuity that-stu-
dents often cannot, both during examination periods and long summer
holidays, and also from year to year. Through him a steady supply of
information' can be collected, new ideas can be implemented, new stu-
dents can be recruited to work through the following semester, and
project leaders can be encouraged to choose and train their successors.

Elimination of Projects
Sin Cc the aim of any volunteering effort should be the elimination of

thd need that occasioned it, each project you undertake should have built
into it a self-destructing element. If the need disappears, so should the
project; however, any established system (including a volunteer project)
tends to perpetuate itself. If the time comes to end a project, don't just
drop it; that's wasteful and it hurts peoples' feelings. Instead, use your
contacts and. relatioaFhips to turn.the project into something else. For
example, a project begun to force slum landlords into complying with
housing Codes can turn into one to pressure stores and supermarkets
not to overcharge at their inner-city branches.

Points to Keep in Mind: A Checklist

O Does the community really want you there? How do you know?

O Is everyone involved in the program or aitdcted by it, participating in
its planning? (Faculty, student volunteers, community members,
agencies?)
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O Do you overestimate your ability to deliver when planning project
goals?

O Do you delegate .red 3onsibility for important areas such as orienta-
tion, training, supervision and evaluation? Are the individuals in
charge of these areas participating in program planning?

O Is your decision-making process a group effort (even if it is cumber-
some or at times unwieldy)? Unilateral actions undermine trust and
the sense of participation and responsibility:

O Who is funding you? What do they expect of you because they give
you money? Are you prepared to furnish or do it? What other
sources of funding can you tap but don't?

O Is there some provision for stockpiling and updating information on
the community and what's happening there?

O How are volunteers assigned in the program? Are they taking too
much of program operation away from the community?

O Do volunteers get credit for their work? Are they true volunteers or
must they work on the project as part of the course? Does the course
professor at all influence the project tqsuit his course's needs? ,

O Is there a coordinating center for all volunteer projects, both univer-
sity and community based? Who runs it and where is it located? How
widely known is it? Do you make use of it?

O Is there a permanent, paid program director? Is he any good? What
does he do (ostensibly and really)? Whose side is he on, if anyone's?

O Is the project doing anything? If not, can the people involved in it do
something else?
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7 project ideas

This chapter briefly describes a number of student volunteer projects
that might be offered at a university. The descriptions are based on doz-
ens currently in operation throughout the country. Although no attempt
has been made to compile a complete list, the projects chosen should
give you some idea of the range and inventiveness of student volunteer-
ing. They are broken down into areas (for people who want to thumb
through the chapter), but there is a great deal of overlap and interplay
among them. Drug problems, for example, could go under "Education,"
"Health" or "Community Services." An effort has been made to call
attention 'to special problems and to some less conventional projects.

Meals on
Wheels-

Sesame Street
Seminar

Story Hour

Education

Children can't learn if they're hungry, so one way
to help is through a free breakfast program. You can
work under the supervision of a community agency
or group (many of which already exist across the
country), to provide free breakfasts. You can prepare
food and drive the vans and station wagons (your
own or provides] by_the agency) to school and other
regular stops in the community. If you're interested
you should contact a local ,school, a welfare rights
group, or a grassroots community organization.

Play can always be educational. You, can hold a
"Sesame Street Seminar" with pre-schoolers, for
example, where you. meet with small groups of chil-
dren on Saturday morning to watch Sesame Street
on TV and then play some related learning-oriented
games. You can get training for this kind of activity
either from a community agency or from your Edtt.
Cation Department. As an alternative for,Saturday
morningsv,Tpu might want to help out at a community
day care center where similar activities go on daily.

If you'd rather read than play, you might want to
volunteer to work with children at a branch library On
weekends, telling or reading stories and fairy tales;
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Tales on One groUp.we know drivesa covered van painted
Wheels with storybook characters to inner-city parks and

playgrounds on the weekends..and gives dramatic
__readings- for.the children who are attracted by it. The. traveling" van is a better idea than- simple readings;

how many ghetto 'children do you know who spend
their tiMe at brand libraries?

As. a college student you have many resources at
your disposal that grammar and high school students
in' the community could use. For instance, 'well-

Language Lab equipped language labs are a proven teaching aid,
Tutoring and almosrall universities-have them. Get clearanceProject

from %the Language Department to use its facilities,*
and round up some college students Who .are
lingual or who dre majoring in a foreignianguage, to
give one afternoon a week of their timoto work with
foreign-born high school 'students, or those who do
not speak or read English fluently. A syllabus can be
prepared in conjunction with the high schools'lan-
guage teachers. The volunteers can help their pupils
practice pronunciation and develop a facility in spo-
ken conversation.and listening comprehension. Some
of the student-teacher barriers between the volun-
teers knd.their pupils can be broken by informal trips
and parties. .

Annual Science Try getting an annual Science Fair going. Contact
Fair the high. school so they'll let you cOind into the

.. classes and talk with them about project topics-and .

designs. You can work with students once a week as
"consultants" and meanwhile help secure needed
supplies, some of which can be borrowed from the
University. Also help advertise the Fair andget the
University to host it; have faculty members judge the
projects and award prizes in various categories. Coti-
tact the local press and have them cover the Fair;
the University will think it's good P.A.,and the pub-
licity will getstudents to produce more and better
projects.

Drama-Corps If your interests run more to the theatrical, you
might want to spend two afternoons br so a week
helping high school students write and stage one-act
plays. Two college students can team up with two or
three high school students in the writing of a play, but
you ,can work with larger groups in supervising the
actual production. Arrange to have the plays per-
formed by the high school students both at their
School and at the University for university stud n
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audiences. After the performances, have the players
and audience break into discusSion groups to talk
about the dramatic experience and to explore their
roles in.society and the community.

Movie Team Along these lines, if you have the cash or can get it
from the University, you can organize a loosely con-
structed course in photography for kids. It will mean
buying or renting the equipment (still or 8mm. movie
cameras.lilm, etc.), or maybe you can talk sonic cor-
poration into lending ur donating what,you need. The
results can be well worth the tron,ble.Alm is a Means
of expression. communication, and :introspection
all in one,. Again, you cart-probably get the University
to host a photography exhibit or a screening of films.
and you can get fairly good, locai.pre)s coverage for it.

If you're artistically inclined, yolt might try having
a paint-in project with Older children. Organize a
group to design a mural for a blank wall of a commu-
nity building which the kids (and anyone else) can
help paint. It's a good way to make friends with cum
munity residents. This- project should he done
through a community agency which will find walls to
be painted and help talk local' firms into donating
paint. Remember, the re4idents of the community
the thereit's their turf amid their buildings.

Law-for-Laymen If you're a law student, contact the.school system
Seminars about conducting weekly i.eminars in junior and sen-

ior high schools on the fundamentals of law. Remem-
ber, most people in depitived areas fear the law or
look at it as an enemy because they don't understand

: how it works. Offer a course that will explain such,
basics as what a tort is. and use case studies to show
howlaw can function as an instrument for social
change. You probably won't get your law school to
award academic credit for the work. but your semi-
nars might he an integral part, of a high school civics
or history course.

SAT Sessions You can also meet two or three times a week with
high school studentso help prepare them to take the
college entrance examination boards (SAT's). You
will general ly?work With smaillirouThmd--------.---
help them with individual problem areas, but also
arrange to administer practice SAT's (so that they
know what to expect) and to discuss IM answers to
questions afterwards. A "course" ought to last .about
nine weeks and meet in a community center or
school, A faculty member from the Education De-
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Free Univer-
sity Projects

Drug Unb

partment can offer training and supervision for volun-. .

teers, and the, Department itself should be able to :

furnish SAT supplies.
1

If you're really ambitious you can organize a Peo-
ple's Free University, or volunteer to teach courses
in o that already exists. ComMunity agencies can
be a lledon to help sponsor the University and pro-,
v'de space for classes to meet. Encourage faculty

embers to volunteer to teach courses, and make
arrangements for them to do so. Classes should be
for adults only and should be taught in the commu-
nity. Would .vou travel at night to a strange_ part of
town and wander among unfamiliar buildings to at-
tend unfamiliar classes?' College students should be
excluded from taking courses because their presence .
would be intimidating. Contact the local Board of...
Education to make provisions to let people prepare
for high school and college equivalency examinations.

P

Health

An increasingly popular (and.necessitry) volunteer
project is a drug hotline. People (especially kids)
need someone to call when they are on bad tripS, take
unidentified'drugsr, or feel suicidal. They need some-
one who is sympathetic and anonymous; someone
who is not going to bust them or .moralize to them.
Any competent drug hotline should .operate under
the auspices of a community agency and in conjunc-
tion with a taApital that provides ambulance service
for callers who need immediate assistance. Remem-
ber that you as an individual cannot be both .non-
establishment and sympathetic to a person, and also
come on as 'a 'medical specialist and clinical ob-
server. You should use your position as a peer to
break down barriers. Many hotline callers just want
to have someone to talk to or to reassure them. Don't
try to operate a hotline by yourself or without back-
up service; two volunteers must be on at all times in
case of emergencies. Remembera medical sta d

chaplain's ,office can, provide you and other volun-
teers with useful information about drugs and coun-
seling techniques. This kind of expertise is abso-
lutely .essential forgthis job.

An extension of the drug hotline is the drug educa-
.

z.
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Project Turn Off

Health Mobile

Hospital
Seminar

Care Corps

,

Lion project. Aftgr you've been trained by medical
personnel and briefed on the local situation by a com-
munity agency, get permission from the school sys-
tem to go into the high schools to run discussion
groups with students' and teachers about drug use
and abuse. The kids will know more than the teach-
ers about drugs, but both groups will have their mis-
conceptions. As a volunteer you can also help break
down:barriers of distrust and ignorance betWeen stu-
dents and teachers through the structure of drug dis-
cussion groups.

One of the most useful student volunteer contribu-
tions to a'community'is to operate a medical van. If
you have no medical training, you can help by taking
vital signs (blood pressure, temperature, etc.) or sim-
ply driving. the van. If you do have a medical back-
ground, yciu can aid the van's doctor and nurse by
doing work-ups on patients and'a'dministering tests
for things like lead poisoning and sickle cell anemia (a
condition common to many Blacks). A medical van is
also an opportunity to get into the community to
teach sanitation and nutrition, and to give out infor-
mation on family planning devices, techniques and
literature. Medical vans-can also provide a free shut-
tle service to hospital outpatient clinics where tests
can he performed which the van staff cannot do. You
should plan on working onc.e%or twice a week on a
regular schedule so that you service the same stops in
the city and get to know the people.

.A'special project for students in medics: school is
to conduct hospital seminars and demonstrations
(how a stetho'scope works, etc.) for inner-city gram-
mar. school and high .school students. These kids
often have a fear of hospitals because all they usually
see is the emergency room. Such a project helps to
break down this fear: it'also can encourage the kids
to study for a profession in a medical field. A local
agency or school board should he able to provide
contacts with inner-city students.

Aging
Older people do not lose their lo've of life because

of, their years: they only get cut off from inter-
personal contact. If you want to do custodial care,
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Senior Summer
Seminar

Adopt a
Grandparent

Probation Corps
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call a nursing home, hospital. or other such agency.
That kind of volunteer assistance is needed, and
those agencies can place you where you're best
suited. But don't pass off the elderly because of their
years of loneliness; instead, try calling up the local
senior citizens group to see what you can do. If there
isn't such a group, help organize one. There's a lot
that needs changing in the area of Social Security
benefits. assistance, etc.

Hold a three-week seminar and festival for the
aged of the community. Get students and faculty to
hold seminars in various skills and hobbies, such as

:woodcarving, sewing. music appreciation, stamp col-
lecting and short story writing. Have the elderly
teach courses to students, too: it will make them feel
worthwhile and ot.i'd probably learn a lot. Arrange
films. concerts, and lectures through the University
and local agenci6. Get some people to provide
transporAtation for those who could otherwise not
attend.

On a one-to-one level you can have an adopt -a -.
grandparent project. where each, student assumes
personal responsibility for one elderly person. Tele-
phone calls. letters. visits, social activities. and trips
tothe store. museums, Concertsall this will give
your "grandparent" a sense of being wanted. and a
pipeline to the "outside" world. Before you get in-
volved, though. arrange for a community agency to
hold regular discussion groups to increase student
awareness of the personal, social. economic and po-
litical problems of the elderly.

Correctional Institutions
and Programs

One of the forgotten minorities in this country is
the people behind bars. The rehabilitative value of
incarceration is doubtful, but you can help in a num-
ber of ways to get people out of institutions and'back
into society.' If you want to work with juveniles, you
can volunteer as a ptobation officer, helping kids
With their social adjustment. school work and job
placement. Many kids are placed in "homes" or
institutions simply because there aren't enough pro- .

bation officers, and the juvenile courts would prob-
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_.:Job Wheels

Job Scouts

Prison Tutors

In-Prison
Courses

ably 'welcome any 'assistance you could offer. For
starters. try contacting people at the local criminal or
juvenile court: they will refer you to the right people
in the probation department or other agency.

If you have cars at your disposal. you can organize
motor pools for local prison inmates on "work-
release" to drive them to and from their jobs each
day: Your volunteering will make work-release possi-
ble for many inmates, as they often cannot get into
such programs without the assurance of adequate
transptirtation. A work-release car pool Will also give
both you and the inmates a chance for informal rap
sessions. One way to get started is to contact the
treatment director or work-release supervisor of the
prison.

Another thing you can do for inmates is to find
them jobs for work-release and for when they get out
of prison. Work-release supervisors, other prison ad-
ministrators and the City Employment Office can.
provide _letters of introduction to help you canvas
factories, farms and businesses. Much of your work
will involve talking with prospective employers,
helping them to understand the problems an ex-
convict has-in re-entering society.*and getting them to
accept inmate employees. Placement in work-release
projects is often limited to the. number of known job
opening, so if you furnish a regularly up-daed job
list to prison officials, you'll be helping that many
more people get out of prison and back into society.

Some inmates will never get good jobs, either
work-release or permanent, because they _lack the
basic skills. Ydu could volunteer to tutor in the
prison once a week or so, but an even better idea
would be to talk to the Education Department and
Ed. School majors. The Department might be willing
to have its students go to the prisons five times a
week to hold classes for the inmates in lieu of regular
student teaching in public schools. The students
should receive course credit for their work, and some
arrangement might also be made so that the inmates
would Feceive credit toward high school equivalency
deirees for the courses they take.

Legal Aid and Information .

Drug hotlines are not the only kind of emergency
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Ask and Answer
Service

IRS Squad

Housing Help

service a community needs. If you have a high toler-
ance for frustration, you might want to operate a
Who-What-Where" storefront designed to help
community residents penetrate the 'maze of official
and unofficial bUreaucracy that prevents thesatisfy-
ing of their various needs. Most requests will involve
some agency of local or state government (lack of
garbage collection, unsafe 'street conditions, inade-
quate utility service, etc.), or else consumer problems
and complaints. You should approach the mayor's
office and the local newspaper for support and public-
ity, as well as for the information you will need to
disseminate. (Your local government officials will be
glad to have people call you with their problems'
instead of them.) As with other services, this one
does not have to operate 24 hours a day; however, it
would be useful to have it open afternoons and even-
ings when it is usually difficult to contact anyone else.

You ran also Operate a Service dealing with special
problems. If you're a law or business student, orga-
nize support for a storefront Office to help community
residents with their income tax returns. Most people
have difficulty filling out complex government form.s
and are ignorant of the.many exemptions and tax de-
ductions they are entitled to. Tax law professors
should help as trainers and consultants because the

Jaw is very complex. This kind of storefront legal
office won't interfere with law school semester exams,
as it only needs to be open from January to April;
however, it should be located in the community,
rather than'. at the University. Local radio and TV
'stations will he glad to advertise yoU as a community.
service.. Don't forget' that the local IRS office can
provide you with useful information and techniques,

Another valuable service can deal with housing.
Again, a legal background is helpful, and law faculty
supervision is necessary. You can do research into
local housing codes and regulations as well as the
validity of leases, eviction proceedings, and so on. If
you do not have a law school education.; you can still
help by answering tenants' qUestions and by main-
taining an up-dated list of lawyers who will represent
low-income families for little or *ni)fee, Most urban
areas already have s9me,forfil' of storefront housing
office which can -either use )bur services or assist you
in setting up your Own in another part of the commu-
nity. Often this kind of storefront office goesb yond
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Project Price
Watch

j

forcing the renovation of deteriorating building and
the blocking of illegal evictions to provide a basis for
new legislation in the area of housing codes and their

enforcement.
One kind .of community information service that

requires no legal background is a "price watch." This
involves surveying food and department stores in and
around the community to establish the relative prices
and 'quality of essential items. Put out a bi-monthly
newsletter updating your information on who sells
the best for the least, and distribute it widely. Operate',
anonymously so stores won't lower their prices when
they know you'll be in. With a fair amount of public-
ity you can force stores to lower their prices. Chain
stores often charge mote in innercity areas, where
the residents are less likely to be comparison shcip-
pets thain people in suburban areas.

Community Services

Companionship If you don't like 'organizational work, why not
Crusade "adopt" a long-term patient in a hospital or nursing

home? Establish a one-to-one relationship. Visit your
friend at least once a week and telephone regularly.
"Adoption" can serve patients of all ages who'have
little or no contact-with anyone besides doctors and
hospital personnel. Yvu can be placed through the
hospital's director of. volunteers or social services.
Don't overlook the handicapped or incurably ill who
live at home rather than in hospitals or nursing homes.

- Coffee House Coffee houses where kids can get away from home
to he with their friends and amuse themselves are
always appreciated. A local church or university
chaplain's house will usually donate a basement to
meet in. Work with community teen -agers and let it
he theirsdecorated the way they want: a place
where they can listen to performers play and sing
(or do it themselves). Sonia will also want to read
poetry, play checkers, or just sit and. talk. An occa-
sional "speaker" who will be available for rap ses-
sions might be a good idea. Start small; don't try to
he open every night or the whole crew will collapse
and quit from exhaustion. Work in rotation and take
a night once a week when you ,are responsible for
opening, closing and cleaning'up the Coffee House.

Pft.19
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Troubadour
Teams

Annual Carnival
for the
Handicapped

Word of mouth is the only meaningful publicity for
something like this, so make sure the community
kids know and feel it is their place.

If your interest'runs to Ale dramatic, you can work
with a roving improvisational theater group. It doesn't
have to be made up of drama students and it doesn't
have to he elaborate. You can perform: evenings and
weekends in, VA hospitals, regular hoSpitals, nursing
homes and children's wards (you, might even put in
an appearance at school assemblies). Shut-ins are not
recluses, so make the material topical or jet it come
out of suggestions made by the audience. With a good
group you can break down barriers, have people over-
come,their infirmities and disabilities, and communi-
cate more freely with one anoiher.

You could also help the handicapped perform for
you and for themselves through an annual one or two-
day carnival. During the year the handicapped can
work on arts-and crafts, (for a show.and-sale), one -
act plays (to be staged for a contest),- athletic events.
magic shows and other carnival activities. You can
help them in preparatiori of entries 'and. also solicit.
local shops apd clubs for funds, prizes, and even job
eipportunities for the contestants. If you don't know
where to start, call the local handicapped association

---.orlhospital for people to contact.
Carpool Concern Another way to'help the handicapped, the elderly,
Corps or ar.;, people who have difficulty getting around is

through' a carpool. You can drive them to museums,
art galleries, concerts,- and the countryside. Take
community residents shopping at lower-priced sub-
urban stores, or drive families and friends to hospitals
and nursing homes to visit patients. Each day of the
week could be assigned to a special gioup (the el-
derly, community residents for shopping trips, etc.),
and you could drive. the same day each week in
order to know your passengers better. You should
try to find some agency .or auto dealership that will
fifrnish cars, station. wagons, or vans for you to ,use.
A shortage of cars will obviously limit the number
of people you can help.

All groups need money. You can organize a fund-
r;ising campaign for a certain agency or event;or you
can have a general fund-raising effort and give the
money to groupsias it is needed. Old-style marathons
are always' fprr-With the:cooperation of a local radio
station, hold an around- the -clock fund-raising-by-air_

Money Marathon
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Cool-Une
Committee

Food Co-op

4. Project Re -claim

7

program that operates either until the goal is reached 7
or until a certain number, of days has passed. TalV
some distinguished professors into participating as
in-the-air auctioneers: get local officials to "sing for
a dollar" (with specified amounts pledged by pholie):
make up match-a-grant games. Local merchants Will
donate items to be auctioned off; volunteers can man
kKhalf dozen phone lines.

D6n't"get discouragect.orirmup.K you haven't gtit
the time to.Qtkela-regular commitment to-Volurtetir-
ing. There aromany like yourself on campus: together
you can run a 'cool line" for non:emergency com-
munity work. You can pick up calls or work from a
checklist of community needs that are short-term.
such as assistance at polling stations, clean-up cam-
paigns, distribution of leaflets and non-regular trans-
portation of-the 'elderly and handicapped. You can
also work on an. emergency short-term basis in the
case of fees, floods, power shortag6, and other situ-
ations which require .numbers of volunteers to move
people and things, to cordon off areas, and to search
for missing persons.

One other form of community servic.e is the crea-
tion of alternatives to existing structures and systems
i.e., rather than working with established institu-
tions, you set up your own. For example, instead of
keeping tabs on food store prices, you can set up a
food cooperative or work with existing ones in the
community. Food co-ops involve the pooling of or-
ders so that people can buy in quantity directly from
distributors. In this way, you can get bulk discounts
and avoid the middlemen dfobd stores. Talk to in-
terested residents to explain how co-ops work. Vol-
unteer to distribute food orders, to collect money,
and to order and distribute the produce. Co-ops are a
way of uniting peopleand many of their expand their
activities in the areas of social action and community,
improvement.

Similarly, instead of trying t9 force landlords into,
repairing .deteriorating, buildings, consider working
with engineering, art, and architecture students, to-
gether with faculty advisors and a community agency,
to rebuild and remodel community houses, stores,
etc. A large budget isn't needed if the University or

° a local building materials, dealer will donate supplies.
As many engineering and architecture.departments
require supervised projects of their students. Partici7
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Clearwater
Creek
Project
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pants might get course credit for their work. Besides,
if academic credit is involved, the iversity might
be willing to subsidize the project.

Rather than set-up .pollution complaint hotlines
(which are already in operation in many parts of the
country), why not use the University's technical fa-
cilities to help purify a local river.). Students inter-
ested in chemistry and biology can analyze the pollu-
tants in the river and their effect on the natural envi-
ronment; others can research the legal aspects of
polluting and help the community put pressure on the
guilty parties to stop.

Most community service projects do not require
legal, medical, or other spegialized training as infor-
mation services and health projects often do. All you
need is imagination and dedication.
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